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Abstract
Information management is an important personal skill, therefore a concept allowing a
better information management extended by a digital map was developed in this thesis.
It focuses on two independent spaces. The first space is called abstract and handles
information in form of spatial diagrams particularly mind-maps consisting of keywords
and relations forming for instance a complex structures of ideas. The second space called
physical aims to organize information on basis of assigned geographical location, there-
fore the physical space is represented as a digital map. These spaces overlap each other
and create a coherent unit, which provides better understanding of both spaces mutually.
There is developed a special design supporting both spaces through positionable element
on a digital map. The developed geo-mind-mapping application is tested by a group of
users with a positive feedback regarding orientation on a map. Use of the concept and
geographical mind-maps is illustrated by real and theoretical applications.
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1 Introduction
This thesis targets fields related to information management with focus on spatial or-
ganization. The main inspiration derives from spatial diagrams, navigation on digital
maps and work with information based on hypertext and hypermedia.
In these days people have to face and process huge amount of information. Individuals
have to keep up and absorb the information. Organization and recall of information is
nowadays challenging task.
Proper organization is a key for an increased overview. The aim is to show deeper
involvement of visual elements and spatial positioning of objects. It is a natural response
to rich media 1, which contrasts with purely text based information. The organization
of information and the gain of an overview derives from visual patterns, which can be
hardly supported only by pure text. It is almost like perceiving reality only by a single
sense out of five.
Zooming User Interface (ZUI) is one approach considered by the this study to be
an interesting approach for organization of information with infinite space, where the
user organizes the information spatially. This interest and curiosity pointed a research
direction, which concentrates on relations between spatially organized information in
form of spatial diagram and physical environment.
Orientation in environment is a natural skill for individuals. This argument derives
from human existential needs to know and interact with the environment. The en-
vironment has been always a source of materials, inspiration, interaction with other
individuals and it is considered by this study as a solid reference information.
A technique utilizing the orientation in environment is called the method of LOCI 2.
It has been invented and firstly used by a Greek poet Simonidesin. The technique has
been inherited also by Roman intellectuals and in 1966 described in a book ”The Art
of Memory” by Frances A. Yates. This practice is also commonly known as mental
walks. It is used to recall memories according to memorized walks inside a well known
environment, where the pieces of information in a form of labels are attached somewhere
in imagined space. Hypothetically this can also be a traditional cartographic map, which
has the same property and reflects well known space.
Generally this thesis suggests and tries to explore that there is a rising correlation with
spatial memory and environment presented through digital maps. Right integration with
information management has a potential to utilize spatial information and compose
deeper meanings resulting in enrichment of digital maps considered to be a common
space.
1http://www.washington.edu/accessit/articles?146
2http://www.ba.infn.it/ zito/loci.html
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There is an ongoing research of various spatial diagrams mentioned in the litera-
ture, namely mind-maps and concept maps among others. The ability to relate objects
in environment is potentially beneficial for mentioned spatial diagrams, which provide
technique for information organization.
Various details about some of these structures are provided in chapter 4. The cog-
nitive maps have been introduced and are still actively researched by Joseph D. No-
vak 3. The subcategory of cognitive maps known as mind-maps were identified by Tony
Buzan 4 during the 60s. He has also published few book until the most recent one [Buzan
et al.(2010)Buzan, Buzan, and Harrison] describing mind-maps in very specific details
pointing out rules, practices and illustrative examples. Both types of spatial maps re-
late nodes (pieces of information) by visual links. The cognitive maps provide more
possibilities regarding annotating of a relations between two nodes. Concept maps basi-
cally result in a network diagram, in contrast to mind-maps, which result in radial tree
originating from a core information called root of a mind-map.
There is a positive feedback underlying usefulness of spatial diagrams during various
activities. For instance brainstorming, memorizing, overview, categorizing, etc. It has
been also pointed out that these techniques require certain practice before they bring
sweet fruits of well structured information [Neumann et al.(2005)Neumann, Gra¨ber, and
Tergan].
So far the presented spatial diagrams accommodate whole process of creative thinking,
including references to external documents and media. However the diagrams mostly
live in a high level space of abstraction. This study suggests that geographically tagged
objects as part of spatial diagrams have a potential to be used as a reference to real
places on a digital map. It results in an additional bind between abstract space of ideas
and concepts with solid relations to common space presented as a physical space in form
of a digital map described in chapter 5.
The digital maps are being used and popularized by various services. For instance
Google provides its map service to 150 milions of users. The reality is continuously being
transformed into digital maps with a high level of precision, which provides a common
space for possible interaction between individuals. The interaction with digital maps
provides scalable and dynamic environment resembling the ZUI, which is constantly
expanded by professionals as well as ordinary users. There is a whole community of
publicly involved groups contributing to maps through available APIs like OpenLayers 5,
GoogleMaps 6, YahooMaps 7 and BingMaps 8. There are also other smaller projects
mediating simplified interaction with online digital maps and this involvement is covered
by a whole branch of geography called [Turner(2006)], which allows a close interaction
with users, who have opportunity to create new geographical content and share the
information.
3http://www.ihmc.us/groups/jnovak/
4http://www.thinkbuzan.com/intl/company/about/tony-buzan
5http://dev.openlayers.org/apidocs/
6https://developers.google.com/maps/
7http://developer.yahoo.com/maps/
8https://www.microsoft.com/maps/developers/
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It shows how individuals participate during creation and modification of online ge-
ographical content; this concerns various information layers overlapping each other on
digital maps.
Highlighting of locations on traditional board maps is usually solved by pins, which
corresponds to up to date digital equivalent used on digital maps, where pins serve the
same visual feedback. The pins in both cases represent unique location and possibly
also other information accessible by a color or a shape of the pin. Digital maps support
reveal of information on demand in form of a pop-up window. Hypothetically these
pins represent physical objects, which may have a relation to other objects and most
importantly the object itself is often part of wider context. Therefore the pins need a
visual relation in between each other. Such a relation may also be considered as a gate
from physical space (pin) to abstract space and vice versa. Clearly this option is not part
of the mentioned services and it is essential in the current study.
The merge between abstract space and digitized maps allows interaction with stable,
reliable and publicly accessible workspace, which can be expand by information created
by individuals as well as gaining overview from various information layers similarly like
products of Google, such as Google Maps and Google Earth.
Sharing information requires a standard data format and ideally easily editable by
hand or some What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) editors. The mind-map
is like a network of traffic, consisting of crossroads, traffic signs and a huge information
landscape around the roads. Mind-maps are rich on abstract content, especially links
pointing to deeper levels of information play a crucial role. All mentioned is supported
by hypertext and hypermedia. In deed this concept demonstrates a natural coexistence
of mind-map with hypertext and hypermedia.
According to the a description of mind-maps from a book written by [Buzan et al.(2010)Buzan,
Buzan, and Harrison], each mind-map should be visually attractive and rich on high-
lighted content, which is an important distinction from concept maps. Furthermore the
book describes how to activate all creator’s attention and all available resources from
previously experienced events. This may be used as another argument of this study
for using geographical referenced objects as a part of mind-maps, which trigger spatial
memory in a real world. Since digital maps tend to reflect reality, it is almost like walk-
ing in environment. With this assumption we are able to stimulate and create deeper
meaning on a digital maps. The design of a realization takes in consideration advices
from the book describing mind-maps.
It is believed that spatial diagrams presented in this thesis, particularly mind-maps,
have a potential to be extended by geographically tagged objects referenced from abstract
space. This stimulates natural ability of human orientation in environment, concerning
a spatial memory and the work with digital maps is also encountered as a domesticated
practice.
The general design of a concept extends already defined rules of mind-maps mentioned
in literature with an additional presence of digital maps and geographically tagged ob-
jects. The design also encounters a difference between both abstract and digitized phys-
ical spaces described in chapter 6. The combination of both spaces involves a binding
element represented as a human person freely positionable on a digital map described
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in chapter 7.3.1. It gives initiation to a root of a mind-map represented by keyword
positioned above the person. Such an arrangement of both elements conducted by a
person creates coherent unit and serves an intended feedback of assigned position.
Technical realization of the concept mainly deals with identifying right tools, design,
development of a realization and testing. It is technically challenging topic involving 3rd
party note taking application called ZIM-Wiki 9. The main reason of this decision is my
personal involvement in a community of developers staying behind this application.
This problem is targeted by proposed concept and even improved from a standard
mind-mapping functions to location based data management. The realization is shaped
according to principles of software development including design, implementation and
testing described in chapter 7. The technical realization results to a a prove of concept
and advanced prototype primarily focuses on core functionalities.
The advanced prototype also named geo-mind-mapping application establishes a solid
ground for theoretical and real applications. The applications illustrate potentials of the
geo-mind-maps in chapter 8.
Furthermore I target the geo-mind-mapping application to a small group of users.
They are asked to perform basic tasks concerning a creation of a mind-map plus assign-
ment of geographically tagged objects and extension of the mind-map with additional
content through an external application. The feedback from the group of users will lead
to a final elaboration and conclusion of this concept.
1.1 Problem formulation
The main driving force of this thesis is a lack of solution allowing direct coupling of ab-
stract data-structures like mind-maps with presence of geographically referenced objects
linked directly to a digital map. These reasons lead to the following problem formu-
lation and subquestions focusing on reasoning with theories, design of concept and its
demonstration:
• Is it possible to relate abstract and physical spaces through hypertext
to coherent and interactive unit?
– Is hypertext/hypermedia able to accommodate spatial diagram particularly
mind-maps?
– How does hypertext support spatial links between abstract and physical spaces?
– How to integrate an external application used as an editor of a content with
the concept?
– Is this concept realizable from a technical point of view and how?
– What are the possible applications of this concept?
– Does this concept stimulate awareness of places and related information in
abstract space?
9http://zim-wiki.org/
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2 Methods
This study examines hypertext and hypermedia as a possible solution for organization of
information with possibility to link pieces of information together composing hierarchical
structure transformed to a spatial diagram. More details are introduced in chapter 3.
The spatial diagrams are targeted by reading international literature primarily about
mind-maps written by Tony Buzan [Buzan et al.(2010)Buzan, Buzan, and Harrison] and
other authors like [Neumann et al.(2005)Neumann, Gra¨ber, and Tergan] [Alpert(2005)]
[?]. The literature provides detailed view to the problematics and the use of mind-maps,
which is in this study referenced like abstract space. More thorough investigation of
specific techniques takes place in a chapter 4.
The main distinction of spatial awareness is explained in chapter 5, which concentrates
on abstract space and physical space. The abstract space is supported by theory of spatial
diagrams and physical space is supported with digital maps and theory covering space
and time presented in section 5.3.
Geography has a significant influence on design of a concept, which is inspired by
human created content on a digitized maps. The technical skills of interested individuals
stimulate movement called Neo-Geography [Turner(2006)]. The abstract and physical
spaces represented by mind-map and digital map are described and united in chapter 6.
So far the fundamental understanding of main building blocks allows realization of
the prototype, which moves the study to technical issues described in chapter 7. The
software developments starts with a specification of software requirements, selection of
right tools and libraries. This concerns a suitable API for digital maps and a platform
for spatial diagrams with geographically referenced objects. An external editor called
ZIM-Wiki is also involved in the final realization as an editor of content.
The verification of the geomindmapping application is provided by a group of users,
which proves usefulness of this concept observed on base of situational usability tests.
The realization is illustrated on various theoretical applications in chapter 8.
The chapter 9 discusses possibilities of this concept and possibilities of further work.
The conclusion summarizes the study and provides verdict of this concept.
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3 Organization of the information with
hypertext and hypermedia
This chapter introduces hypertext and hypermedia. It helps to understand the orga-
nization of textual information with hypertext supported with visual elements linked
through hypermedia. Furthermore is also covers evolution of hypertext and hypermedia
by development of applications and academic debates.
3.1 The hypertext and hypermedia
Hypertext 1 is well established term referred to nonlinear linked text. The text is seg-
mented into smaller parts. These parts are linked or nested that they compose intended
hypertext structure. The organization of links may result for example into tree or net-
work data structures. The link also accommodates various kinds of hypermedia, which
become interactive elements of hypertext.
The following examples illustrate handling of textual information with hypertext and
attached media through hypermedia [Wardrip-Fruin(2004)]. The (Figure 3.1) and (Fig-
ure 3.2) are examples of ”scratchtext” also known as ”expandtext” available for online
interactive exploration under link1 and link2. The ”scratchtext” was introduced by Ted
Nelson in 1965. Third example (Figure 3.3) hypertext like a spatially overlaid implicit
structure [Rosenberg(2001)] (this technique is used later in realization).
More details about hypertext and hypermedia are examined by following section fo-
cusing on the major points of historical development.
3.2 History of hypertext and hypermedia
The history of hypertext emerges from a mechanical device called Memex in a manuscript
titled ”As We May Think” 2 published in 1945 by Vannevar Bush (1890–1974). It
describes how to organize personal information stored on microfilms by mechanical links
between content.
The proposed Memex is considered by Ted Nelson as a description of ”hypertext”,
which is introduced as a term in 1965. He designs a system called Xanadu 3 capable
of storing text and handling sharing pieces of text by links based on idea of hypertext.
The Xanadu system links textual on level of actual bites. There is utilized technique
1http://www.w3.org/WhatIs.html
2http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/194507/bush
3http://www.xanadu.com.au/ted/XU/XuPageKeio.html
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Figure 3.1: example of dynamic text with active elements triggering expansion and col-
lapse of text fragments
source by:http://iat.ubalt.edu/courses/old/pbds664.085_f00/stretchBarlow.htm
Figure 3.2: example of interactive ”scratchtext” page with dynamic text fragments di-
vided into four levels of depth
source by:http://folk.uio.no/olasba/stretch.html
of ”native bites” or ”inclusion”. Link relating pieces of text together reuse content
referenced files and only changes are stored. [Ellis(1991)] This technique results in lower
demands on space and opens new possibilities of smooth version control system called
OSMIC 4 as byproduct of Xanadu.
The first real demonstration of hypertext 5 is introduced by Douglas Engelbart in 1968.
It takes place at the Fall Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco, the presentation
is titled ”A Research Center for Augmenting Human Intellect” and it consists of work
description illustrated by a running oNLine System (NLS) 6.
The hypertext went through a dynamic research identifying the use of hypertext.
In fact the complexity of research allows creation of various links and integration of
hypermedia as related concept linking other pieces of text, data, images and sounds.
[Ellis(1991)]
The next major step in application of hypertext takes place in a research center in
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) 7 as a part of project forming
global information network, where scientist share various kinds of information with each
4http://www.xanadu.com.au/ted/OSMIC/
5http://www.dougengelbart.org/firsts/dougs-1968-demo.html
6http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfIgzSoTMOs
7http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/About/Name-en.html
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Figure 3.3: example of overlapping poetries (mouse hover certain plain filters only the
particular poetry)
source by:http://www.well.com/user/jer/diff_through/dt2.6.html
other. This project maintained by Tim Berners-Lee 8 moves the hypertext to a global
scale. It is established as World Wide Web (WWW) 9 in 1992.
The global hypertext in form of WWW is the largest hypermedia distributed system
coexisting with parallel initiatives like Open Hypermedia System (OHS), the research
of OHS started before WWW. This research initiatives particularly Open Hypermedia
System Working Group (OHSWG) focuses on standardized exchange of hypermedia
considering infrastructure. [Wiil(2005)]
The advantage of OHS is seen by by Dauglas Engelbart in a way how the skills,
knowledge and procedures should be integrated by a paradigm called Concurrent De-
velopment, Integration and Application of Knowledge (CoDIAK) [Engelbart(1995)]. It
uses Open Hyperdocument System (OHS) 10, which facilitates note that it is not fully
corresponding with Open Hypermedia System (OHS), but it means practically the same.
The NLS proposed by Dauglas Engelbart is targeted by a group of volunteers 11 with
an intention to reconstruct the system for an on-line use.
In fact the WWW establishes a platform for services like wikipedia.org 12 and wikimapia.org 13,
where users exchange information and collaborate. There is support for history of edits,
multiuser environment and support for linking pages with each other available in var-
ious languages mutations. The information based results in a network structure. The
wikipedia.org exists since 2001 and is primarily designed for a purpose of knowledge
exchange including files stored on dedicated file servers and linked through hypermedia.
There is a research area combining hypermedia with geographic information. An ex-
ample of this approach is for instance wikimapia.org launched at 24 of May in 2006 14,
which is a project based on communal contribution with focus on geographical informa-
tion. It allows creation of points and areas positioned on digital map with additional
information.
The history of hypertext and hypermedia is introduced with focus on relevant geo-
8http://www.w3.org/People/Berners-Lee/
9http://www.w3.org/Summary.html
10http://www.dougengelbart.org/about/ohs.html
11http://www.softwarepreservation.org/projects/nlsproject
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:About
13http://wikimapia.org/about
14http://wikimapia.org/history/
13
graphic services.
From more up to date academic debate, there are two distinct groups seeing hypertext
in another directions. The first group considers hypertext as a ”link” and the second
group uses hypertext as a ”media”. [Wardrip-Fruin(2004)]
Data segmented into unrelated pieces reduces its value and therefore is essential to
build a coherent structure and integrate context. The context may be described by hy-
pertext. Another view suggests that hypertext supports expression of inherent structures
in data [Nu¨rnberg(2003)].
The links and enrichment of a spatial information is developed in following chapter.
3.3 Links and spatial information
Hypertext and hypermedia are able to handle textual and multimedia information. Ad-
ditionally the hypertext offers various kinds of supplementing links. The link is an impor-
tant building block. It represents relation between the two spatial locations, where the
link originates and its destination, the same principle applies on spatial diagrams. The
link may have various properties, like a description of the link, time and also geographi-
cal location, mentioned cases are more likely represented by hypermedia, which is more
specific type of hypertext. This study deals with spatial and geographical references
from hypertext.
Similar project like the BookHouse Document Retrieval System dealing with a real en-
vironment of a library. Books in the BookHouse follow spatial organization build on top
of hypertext respective WWW described by [Vicente(1999)]. There are other projects,
which deal with digitized space and integrations of spatially assignment objects. For
instance project called Topos [Grønbet al.(2003)Grønb, Kristensen, , and Eriksen] man-
ages positioning of objects in realistic digitized environment and project called iMap-
ping [Haller and Abecker(2010)], where the relation between objects is introduced, the
project itself is presented in chapter 4. The iMapping uses visual representation of links
shaped as interactive lines in between related objects, the lines also carry information
about a purpose of the relation. The links are initially invisible until the users selects
the object. The visible links are considered by this study as a useful feature in spatial
navigation and stimulation of an overview.
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4 Insight into existing mind mapping
techniques
This chapter concentrates on description of three different kinds of spatial diagrams.
The classical mind-maps and concept maps are similar plain structures of organized
elements. The last type named iMapping is spatial organization based on nesting of
elements within each other and zooming into the content is required.
4.1 Mind-Maps
This section explores traditional mind-map, which is a spatial diagram structure based
on branched keywords and visual elements. It is accepted by educational institutions
and corporate spheres.
Tracing an origin of a term mind-map leads to popularizator Tony Buzan 1, who
during the TV series broadcasted by BBC firstly mentioned the term mind-maps. The
series called ”Use Your Head” hosted Tony Buzan where he promoted his concept of
radial tree, diagramming key words, use of colors and other highlighting techniques.
The author shapes the mind-mapping technique and illustrates progress by many
book titles for instance [Buzan et al.(2010)Buzan, Buzan, and Harrison], which provides
a detailed insight into the use and application of mind-maps.
Furthermore the author initiates development of mind-mapping application and the
most update version is called iMindMap6 2. It helps with creation of visually attractive
mind-maps corresponding to hand made versions. The visual quality of created mind-
maps is very important measure for comfortable creation of mind-maps, mentioned by
Tony Buzan during his interview 3. There are applications supporting spatial diagrams.
For instance open source applications are Freemind, 4 Edraw MindMap 5, xMind 6,
VUE 7 and commercial representatives are iMindmap 8, Tinderbox 9 and Mindmeister 10.
Mind-map has following properties based on [Buzan et al.(2010)Buzan, Buzan, and
Harrison] and described also by (Figure 4.1):
1http://www.tonybuzan.com/
2http://www.thinkbuzan.com/intl/
3http://www.knowledgeboard.com/item/2980
4http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main Page
5http://www.edrawsoft.com/freemind.php
6http://www.xmind.net/
7http://vue.tufts.edu/
8http://www.thinkbuzan.com/intl/products/imindmap
9http://www.eastgate.com/Tinderbox/
10http://www.mindmeister.com/
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• root keyword is located in center as a main idea
• child nodes are linked with a parent node by lines
• nodes are positioned freely according to user’s preferences
• nodes are visually attractive and distinct from each other (symbols, formating
styles and colors make nodes easier to overview)
Figure 4.1: This example of a mind-map provides guidelines how to create a mind-map.
source by:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MindMapGuidlines.svg
4.2 Concept-Maps
The concept-maps were developed by Joseph D. Novak, who clarified the theory [Novak
and Can˜as(2008)] and popularized the concept-maps with various illustrative examples.
The concept-map have native service, which helps with data organization and is called
IHMC CmapTools 11 (Figure 4.2). There is another project called Webster representing
the Web-based concept-mapping tool [Alpert(2005)]. It illustrates power of concept-
maps, but in the particular examples presented in Webster the structure is again radial
tree, which is closer to mind-maps. This shows that even concept-maps can easily ac-
commodate simpler structures and still utilize labels describing purpose of relations. The
main purpose of Webster is Mapping of Knowledge and Information Resources, which
11http://cmap.ihmc.us/
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are bind by relations to build intended context and overall create coherent structure of
information.
Basic distinction between mind-maps and concept-maps is an overall structure of key-
words, which forms a network instead of a radial tree. The concept-map allows relation
from node to any other node, which is a strong feature, but it may also result to complex
structure, where relations overlap each other and reduce readability. Mind-mapping tech-
nique is considered as simple and easy to use [Neumann et al.(2005)Neumann, Gra¨ber,
and Tergan]. On the other hand more advanced users who need to visualize complex
structures with more than one central point benefit from concept-maps [Meier(2007)].
Figure 4.2: Example of a concept-map, created using the IHMC CmapTools computer
program.
source by:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Conceptmap.gif
4.3 iMapping
The last technique introduced in this paper is called iMapping [Haller and Abecker(2010)]
and it concentrates on organization of spatially located information with help of Zooming
User Interface (ZUI). This technique has interesting feature of zooming, which is also
reflected by realization of this study. The iMapping is more evolved system based on
principles described in a Visual Knowledge Builder [Shipman et al.(2001)Shipman, Hsieh,
Maloor, and Moore]. The information structure is based on recursively nested containers
shaped like rectangles. The position and size in parent rectangle automatically adjust
size of text. In order to see content on deeper levels of the structure, user has to zoom
in and pan [Haller and Abecker(2010)]. The advantages of this approach are smaller
demands on space and distinction of regions by colors (Figure 4.3). On the other hand,
due to zooming the information can not be shared like a static image, it has to be
presented only like a dynamic content.
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Figure 4.3: iMapping and how the links relate in between nested rectangles.
source by:http://www.imapping.info/tool/kleine-imap/
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5 Categories of spatial awareness
This chapter investigates spatial awareness applied on information from two spaces. The
spatial diagrams previously described in chapter 4 are represented by section abstract
space. The abstract space is a term defined by this study to isolate spatial diagrams
to one particular space, which provides freedom of a spatial organization. The second
space isolates environment and it is defined in section physical space, which describes
spatial locations in terms of position on classical and digital maps. The last section
concentrates on geography as a final enrichment of spatial awareness. It deals with
basic understanding of geographical systems of space and time. Overall description of
abstraction is illustrated by (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: Level of abstraction rises from physical space to detailed information stored in
form of files, hypertext and hypermedia allow linking of files with additional
information, which is reflected by the most abstract space illustrated by
mind-map as one type of the spatial diagrams.
5.1 Abstract space
The abstract space in this study reflects human creative processes in form of spatial
diagrams. It is important to clarify that, the abstract space covers only non-physical
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interpretations indigenous from a real environment. The abstract space includes key-
words, graphics, other diagram related features as a part of spatial diagrams previously
described in chapter 4.
Furthermore there is conducted a comparison of physical space and hypertext space
in [Shum(1990)], which concentrates on physical space and its transformation in form
of an object set into an image set via mapping function. It suggests further research of
parallels between mapping of real and hypertext spatial environments. The precise real
geographic information located on maps is described in the following chapter dealing
with a physical space.
5.2 Physical space
The physical space isolates the environment in form of maps. From historical point
of view, maps accompany development of human civilization for centuries. Initially
the maps were rather simple and almost on the edge with a diagram corresponding
with the abstract space. The ancient were mainly used to keep orientation during far
distant travels. The development of maps is illustrated by (Figure 5.2), (Figure 5.3),
(Figure 5.4), (Figure 5.5).
Figure 5.2: The world according to Herodotus, 440 BCE.
source by:http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/9/9f/Herodotus5m1.jpg
Preciseness of maps is constantly improving and the present maps highly contrast with
historical examples illustrated previously. This chapter focuses on the classical map and
digital maps are explored in chapter 6.2.
Maps generally improve navigation in physical space. Every individual interacts with
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Figure 5.3: The Tabula Rogeriana (1154).
source by:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TabulaRogeriana_upside-down.jpg
local or remote space during various activities during a day. This lads to deeper un-
derstanding of the surroundings, creation of mental binds to attractive and in other
means relevant objects. This is an ongoing process of naturally available references [Tay-
lor(2006)].
A similar technique dealing with spatial memory is a method of loci [Thomas(2012)].
The technique uses mentally visualized fictitious or real physical space enriched with
information, e.g. labels. This process creates easily memorable bond between the label
and memorized space. The walk itself defines and evokes sequence of memorized labels
used for instance during performing speech. As it is identified in [Taylor(2006)], spatial
memory including method of loci provides interesting direction for relating information
to some interesting places highlighted on a classical or a digital map.
Further there are researched theoretical models of text or image representation and
recall of information [Schreiber and Verdi(2003)]. The image in the study also represents
a static map, which is considered to improve recall of attached textual information.
Therefore the study support an argument that the relation of a map and associated text
helps with a recall of information, the text in case of the study substitutes hypertext.
The physical space in this concept generally represents environment with preferably
physical objects of some importance. These geographically referenced objects have a
potential to set right context to information, which exists in the abstract space. It
may be argued that the not all parts of a mind-map have meaning for location and
that is right. On the other hand it is also fact that a wide range of mathematical and
physical experiments hypothetically defined in abstract space by spatial diagram leave
one geographical reference defining place of this experiment, which could be CERN 1
near Geneva. Exploration of the CERN complex brings better understanding of these
experiments. There are possibly other examples, which contain more geographically
referenced objects uncovering relations with the environment.
The following chapter introduces some details about space and time from geography
point of view and it is going to be developed in discussion.
1http://public.web.cern.ch/public/en/lhc/lhc-en.html
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Figure 5.4: Part of the Piri Reis map (1513) showing Europe and the Mediterranean
Basin.
source by:http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/27/Piri_Reis_map_of_
Europe_and_the_Mediterranean_Sea.jpg
5.3 Space and time
As it was described in abstract spaces, the objects are related with each other by links,
which create a spatial organization. The interconnection between abstract spaces and
physical space is defined by dynamic links with a visual difference to other relations in
abstract space. The visual link on maps is a natural development of deeper meaning
resolving context of objects.
The digital maps are constantly updated during a process of strengthening precision
reflecting a dynamic environment, for instance various constructions. As a consequence
of such changes, the physical space may loose some links from abstract space and there-
fore the time should also be considered as an important property.
There are three theoretical systems applicable on physical space namely absolute, re-
lational and relative. All of them create a complete picture of physical space, since
it is important to keep the systems in a constant tension in between each other [Har-
vey(2009)].
5.3.1 Absolute system
A precise geographical assignment is possible due to a standard absolute system de-
fined by x, y presenting longitude and latitude respectively in case of geographical no-
tation. It is basic information for any point located on a map surface and in a case of
3D map also a z coordinate representing altitude has to be considered.
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Figure 5.5: A general map of the world by Samuel Dunn, 1794, containing star chart,
map of the Solar System, map of the Moon and other features along with
Earth’s both hemispheres.
source by:http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1794_Samuel_Dunn_Wall_Map_of_the_
World_in_Hemispheres_-_Geographicus_-_World2-dunn-1794.jpg
5.3.2 Relational system
Relations between established points form visible construction of meanings. The re-
lations are part of the relational system, which forms more theoretical basis. The
relations are originating in a point and form line with the end connected to an existing
destination point. This stimulates understanding of connections in between objects in
both the abstract space and the physical space.
5.3.3 Relative system
Relative system involves time as a separator of described events, which helps to un-
derstand the context of information in time. The time creates a natural flow of events
even though that they are appearing in different locations. The flow of time is also know
as a time-line.
The argumentation for this conjunction of both spaces derives from relation between
introduced systems.
”From this I derive the first preliminary determination: the three conceptions of absolute, relative
, and relational need to be held in dialectical tension with each other if we are to understand space
as a condition of possibility of all other forms of knowing.” [Harvey(2009)], page 141
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In addition to the relative system the hypertext has the same property meaning a
dynamic structure changing in time. The relations or links in hypertext reflect the rela-
tional system. It is identified that ”Rearticulating hypertext requires us to recognize that the
multiplicity of links and nodes did not begin with a technology program, but rather within a cultural
network, as a politics about relationships .” [Johnson-Eilola and Hea(2003)], page 418
So far the presented systems establish the theoretical framework supporting close in-
terconnection between abstract space and physical space. The following chapter expands
the presented to purely digitized abstract space and physical space and their coexistence
with each other.
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6 Description of the concept
The following chapter describes the concept and the basic components namely the ab-
stract space and physical space in a digital forms. The interconnection of both spaces is
realized on basis of presented arguments, which help to formulate a further evolution of
the concept.
6.1 Digitized abstract space
The previous description of the abstract space in chapter 5.1 elaborates on spatial
awareness and contribution to a better understanding of spatially organized information.
The present focus of this section explores contents of the abstract space in terms of
up date applications. For instance application like Visual Understanding Environment
(VUE), which allows advanced spatial organization in the abstract space (Figure 6.1).
Figure 6.1: The abstract space represented by a spatial diagram created by the VUE.
source by:http://wp.wpi.edu/atc-ttl/files/2009/10/Learning_Collab_map-copy.jpeg
All objects in the abstract space are connected through relations (links) (Figure 6.2),
this feature is assisted by hypertext described in chapter 3.
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Figure 6.2: Both objects know their position in space and the relation is defined by a
link from parent P1 to child P2.
The applications from abstract space are introduced in order to illustrate use of the
abstract space. Mind-mapping technique covers wide range of applications, for instance
organization of document, pictures from Picasa 1 and Wikipedia 2 pages, described as
case studies of a data management technique based on visualization of relations [?].
Prezi 3 is an on-line application, which is capable of composing spatially organized
presentations, which are uniquely formed to certain shapes The application uses zooming
as a technique to approach an information with gradual change of view, which shapes also
a path through the presentation. The information is grouped by certain topics, visually
related with each other. There is similarity with iMapping described in section 4 such
as it is also based on the ZUI. Additionally the user is able to compose paths through
the created landscape of objects. It is a service aiming for interactive presentations and
some of them signalize that the users benefits from presents of a map in form of picture
(Figure 6.3). The Prezi provides only a single path predefined by the creator, which leads
the observer through the presentation as well as another project called ”Fly” [Lichtschlag
et al.(2009)Lichtschlag, Karrer, and Borchers]. The main argument, why Prezi appears
in this chapter is missing precise geographical locations of objects.
When the content in the abstract space is created, it corresponds to a particular time
stamp, which also builds up deeper context. Indeed the content of the abstract space
should be timestamped to some extent, since it is a dynamic structure it is natural to
expand content in various directions and time flow helps to understand and keep track
of changes also mentioned in chapter 5.3 describing time and space. The timestamping
of hypertext requires ability to target also smooth changes targeted by [Nelson(1999)]. 4
Time is also examined in the following chapter dealing with the digitized physical space.
6.2 Digitized physical space
Most of this chapter extends information about physical space presented in section 5.2.
The digitized physical space accommodates geographically referenced objects from ab-
stract space, which means that the objects carry geographical coordinates (longitude,
1http://picasa.google.com/
2http://wikipedia.com
3http://prezi.com/
4http://www.xanadu.com.au/ted/OSMIC/OSMICpage.html
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Figure 6.3: The presentation in Prezi shows age of sea discoveries and unexplored fishing
locations are illustrated on a map. The space is still considered to be the
abstract space, because no precise geographical locations are involved.
source by:http://prezi.com/oqntoqvfzykk/cod-map-project/
latitude, optionally altitude). These objects have a potential to enhance spatial struc-
tures with information enforcing deeper context of presented information in both spaces.
The basic advantages of digital maps (Figure 6.4) over traditional maps are presented
before:
• dynamic scale (zoom/magnification/panning)
• dynamic change of map types (OpenStreetMap, OpenCycleMap, Google’s Maps
API, Bing Maps)
• automatic update of mapping data
• additional objects in form of vector graphics
• direct object traceability on map (extended by search)
• various on-line services provide information based on geographical location
All the geographical information share the same physical space of digital map, which
corresponds to the reality and it can be therefore easily followed by other individuals
aware of the environment.
6.2.1 Neogeography
The most recent cartography is domain of professional and supported by interested
volunteers equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS) devices allowing collection
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Figure 6.4: Physical space (example of an OpenStreetMap). It is a pure representation
of digitized physical space.
of data. The GIS in terms of map creation and maintenance is influenced by Volunteered
Geographic Information (VGI) [Goodchild(2009)]. This leads to the term Neogeography
[Turner(2006)], which describes creation of geographical content with various kinds of
tools and devices, allowing to share of dynamic geographical information.
Publicly available digital maps have already admirable amount of objects assigned to
a particular geographical locations and the tendencies show a rising number of users as
well as potential contributors. For instance wikimapia.org 5 contains 19 millions of tags
noted on the 14th of July 2012 6. The GoogleMaps provides similar option to the users
who create and share geographical content. These additional geographically assigned
objects may be utilized as mental anchors or Points Of Interest (POI).
As it is mentioned in section 4.1 about classical mind-maps, in order to utilize all
human potential concerning recall of information, it is useful to involve all available refer-
ences. A navigation and a spatial memory covering environment help with a construction
of unique mental binds, representations and combinations of references to objects from
physical space.
An orientation in a real physical space is well exercised skill and each evolved individual
utilizes it during every day interaction with the environment. The present digital maps
tend to reflect a real physical space and provide intensive stimulation of spatial awareness.
Therefore it is argued that individual utilizing digital map has higher chance of taking
advantage of spatial memory [Taylor(2006)].
The digital maps pin point geographically referenced objects by a special symbol of a
red drop turned up side down representing a location [Haslhofer et al.(2010)Haslhofer,
Momeni, Gay, and Simon]. The symbol is known as a pin and provides a visual feedback,
which often accommodates additional information in form of pop-up window activated
by a mouse click. In contrast to hypertext, this action follows principles of expanding
information and therefore there is identified similarity with ”stretchtext” introduced in
5http://www.wikimapia.org
6http://wikimapia.org/history/
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section 3.1.
The digitized physical space supports dynamic adjustment of zoom (scale) and pan to
a location of interest. The zoom is a natural way of approaching and at the same time
filtering information on digital maps. There are more sophisticated techniques, which
extend traditional filter based on zoom, for instance based on clusters. It makes the
physical space less crowded and on higher zoom the information starts to appear. This
is equivalent to ”stretchtext” described in section 3.1 with better integration to digital
maps, previously confronted with Ted’s Nelson ”stretchtext”.
A scale plays an important role in distinction of minor and major physical objects.
The major object is intended to be more visible; different levels of maps have optimized
granularity of important objects. It is also relevant from spatial memory, since the
major objects are easier to remember. Another interesting property of physical space
is a relation between present location and referenced points in environment given by a
predefined location, which is part of the concept described in following chapter 7.
6.2.2 Features of digital maps
Point, also referred as pin, represent usually POI. Point is a basic component of maps
and it may be shaped as a symbol, icon or simple label.
Line, also referred as a relation, is consisting of two points. In this concept the relation
has certain significance, because it allows a creation of spatially organized structures like
mind-maps and others.
Area is another spatial feature, which consists of at least three points. Integration of
an area into the concept brings better overview of existing points in neighborhood. It is
possible to construct a convex hull, which determines location from a set of points.
There are examples of features representable on a digital map:
• photos of landscape (has strong spatial relevance due to actual time of expo-
sure and possible assignment of geographical coordinates) researched previously
by [Jakub(2010)]
• floor plans of buildings 7 (may provide separation of space per floors on a plain
digital map)
• documents on table (practical for a high magnification and integration for user
organization of files more naturally) similarly to a project called ”BookHouse”
described in section 3.2
• books (in form of overlapping pages, from conceptual point of view, it is expected
that author assigns the book to certain location and the location gains some ad-
ditional importance, or it may belong to any chosen institution or organization),
in fact this example builds on top of Ted Nelson’s Xanadu project 8, which can be
possibly extended by additional dimension of digital map
7http://maps.google.com/help/maps/floorplans/
8http://www.xanadu.com.au/
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6.3 Interconnection of spaces
This section summarizes previously presented findings about abstract space and physical
space and uses them to answer question whether it is possible to relate both of the spaces
together.
As it was pointed out previously, both spaces have different organization and they
do not match each other, therefore they have to be coexisting in a special way. It is
important to pay attention to both spaces individually. The abstract space has coordi-
nate system based on pixels and it is related to physical space by relative links. The
physical space relies purely on the geographical location, which is strictly given by the
longitude, the latitude and optionally also the altitude. The coexistence is illustrated
by (Figure 6.5). It describes an organization of abstract space overlapping physical space
in form of a digital map. The relations between spaces are represented as visual links
functioning like dynamic anchors defined in the abstract space.
Figure 6.5: Basic conception of the idea showing a spatial diagram and a table integrated
as a part of digital map related with dynamic relations.
The suggested arrangement of spaces allows coexistence of spaces on top of each other
and relations supplement context with various kinds of information. This happens only
under a precise analogy with a real world, which has some practical limitation concerning
changes in environment described in chapter 5.2 about physical space. The fully au-
tomatic interaction in such environment allows extensions with up coming technologies
like augmented reality [Schmalstieg et al.(2011)Schmalstieg, Langlotz, and Billinghurst].
It basically allows integration of geographically tagged objects to appear on demand and
enrich exiting reality by augmented context. The other important property of coexist-
ing spaces is a stable point in the physical space controlling a position of the abstract
space. The issue of interconnected spaces is a part of the the next chapter dealing with
realization of the prototype through a software development.
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7 Realization of Geo-Mind-Maps
In case of this study, the realization gets a code name GeMiMa, which stands for Geo-
graphic Mind-Map. The GeMiMa reaches a stage of advanced prototype, which aims to
demonstrate basic functionalities of the concept.
This chapter is about software development reflecting previously presented findings.
It covers software requirements, description of key components and section of design,
implementation and testing.
7.1 Software Requirements
The software development shapes a core definition of GeMiMa and lights up a path
for design, implementation and testing. The software requirements define purpose, sys-
tem overview, references, overall description and finally specific requirements formed
from previous points. Furthermore the software requirements do not concentrate on
technical issues and implementation, but rather introduce key concept and functionali-
ties. [Bell(2000)]
The process of gathering requirements is mainly reflected by explored theories of com-
puter science and geography. The computer science contributes with deeper under-
standing of hypertext and hypermedia whereas, the geography deals with advanced use
of digital maps reflected by principles of neogeography. Both major fields are linked
through a spatial diagram called mind-maps.
The main purpose of GeMiMa is a demonstration of a concept. It concentrates on
personal data management build on principles of hypertext and hypermedia. The content
is text allowing presence of visual elements like photos and images. The content may
contain geographical references in form of visual anchors placed on a digital map in form
of labels, photos or symbols. This functionality requires physical space with a possibility
to attach a dynamic content to digital map. It results in a coherent structure of digitized
information concerning abstract space and physical space.
The system aims to deal with textual content as well as different kinds of media based
on hypertext and hypermedia. The content should be editable by external programs.
It should be possible to utilize already existing structure of files and folders, where the
content is stored and maintained. The solution should be easily extensible with digital
maps of various kinds. It must be possible to overlay a spatial diagram (in this case
a mind-map) over the digital map. The created content should be editable from inside
the digital map and from the external editor. The digital map should include various
overlays of additional geographic information.
References to previously introduced terms deal with hypertext and hypermedia in
chapter 3, which are essential building blocks of this concept. Mind-maps represent one
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of the spatial diagrams examined by this concept in chapter 4. Neogeography enhances
digital map and it serves a dynamic workspace for natural sharing and exploring of
various information described in chapter 6.2 about the digitized physical space.
7.1.1 Overall description
The GeMiMa aims to demonstrate an enhancement of classical mind-maps identified as
abstract space with geographical elements identified as physical space. These blocks are
not necessarily consistent with each other, since each of them exists in different space. It
is intended to create a coherent unit of both and allow close interaction and dynamically
adjustable links in between 6.3.
Functions of GeMiMa concentrate on interactive spatial visualization of data extracted
from text files by a stand alone script. The external application maintains advanced text
formatting, links and presence of hypermedia.
From user point of view the GeMiMa should bring certain level of user comfortability.
7.1.2 Specific requirements
External interface requirements
• external editor of content running in parallel with GiMiMa
• digital maps rich on various geographically organized information layers able to
coexist with spatial diagrams
Functional requirements
The External editor of a content must be capable of handling text files with hy-
pertext and hypermedia, it must be also able to open file by an external system calls.
The Digital map has to process file with data form of stand alone script
GeMiMa has to have following core functions available from the digital map:
• open (triggers opening of a text file)
• drag page (moves one or more objects to intended location)
• create page (requires selection of a parent object and click on destination location
of a new page)
• drag person (moves abstract space as a whole unit and reconfigures relations with
a physical space)
• follow ”spatial” link (a click on a link moves view on an opposite end of the link
from which the action has been initiated)
The stand alone script controls communication between digital map and external
editor.
Performance requirements
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The expected performance is not an issue in this stage of research, since the solu-
tion is a prototype and proof of concept, where functionality and usability is taken in
consideration.
Design constraints
The design of GeMiMa is restricted to core functionalities required to demonstrate
concept.
Logical database requirement
Data storage of text files maintainable with simple tools like a text editors or more
advanced What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG).
Software System attributes
The solution is intended to be multi-platform.
7.2 Choosing components
The analysis of the software requirements helps with identification of the main framework
with all related libraries. Clearly, it is important to identify and select appropriate
digital map library capable of intended realization. It is decided to separate components
according to functions, which divide components into three parts Model, View and
Controller illustrated in (Figure 7.1).
Figure 7.1:
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7.2.1 Model
This component knows everything about the data. It is usually represented by data
structure stored in a database. The model in this study is planned to be focusing on low
level principles of data storage, which allows modification of data by widely available
tools (for instance text editors with syntax highlighting). It is argued that for this
stage of research the low level data structure fully supports needs and allows also direct
modifications of data from third party applications handling text content. It also allows
natural definition of links with a help of wiki syntax. The following section introduces
the component, which is fulfilling requirement for an external editor of the content.
ZIM-Wiki
The ZIM-Wiki 1 is the prime choice of the third party applications due to the compati-
bility with lightweight markup languages 2 like wiki. It is a powerful tool for organizing
information in hierarchical structure of text files and it also integrates principles of hyper-
text. These reasons make this application suitable to data maintenance. Furthermore it
also supports multimedia content like images and other files that are rendered like links.
The application is illustrated in (Figure 7.2).
The application is build on top of Python 3 and pyGTK 4, which fits software require-
ments and allows closer interoperability between the stand alone script (controller) and
the main application.
Since the application supports principles of personal wiki, it is possible to link data
and media in pages. The pages (text files) in fact gain capability to behave like hyper-
document described in chapter 3.2. In a way this application provides a natural way of
annotating files and link them with each other.
7.2.2 View
The view represents another component, which defines visualization of the data. The
view primarily targets functionality of Graphical User Interface (GUI), through which
the user interacts with other components. The view in GeMiMa builds the interaction
with the abstract space and the physical space and therefore the mapping library has to
be selected and validated by a pilot case.
Choosing the right mapping library
There are two libraries for handling geographic information considered to be appropriate
candidates. The first is called OpenLayers (OL) and the second is called GoogleMaps
(GM).
1http://zim-wiki.org/
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightweight markup language
3http://python.org/
4http://pygtk.org/
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Figure 7.2: Main window of the ZIM-Wiki application, which handles data structure
utilized and modified by GeMiMa.
Both of them provide well maintained Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
and they are build on JavaScript. The comparison framework is illustrated by (Table ).
The visited map tiles are stored in a local cache, so it covers situations, when the
device is not connected to Internet. Pricing has to be also considered, since the concept
is designed with intention to be used daily and possible traffic limitations are reducing
attractiveness. It could be argued that the limitation does fulfill common needs of indi-
viduals. Performance is not an issue, both solutions depend basically on browsers, which
are getting more powerful mainly due to support of Web Graphics Library (WebGL) 5,
which is a JavaScript library utilizing computational power of Graphical Processor Unit
(GPU) 6.
Another consideration examines styling of features, which is an essential property
from usability point of view. There must be a clear visual distinction between features
5http://www.khronos.org/webgl/
6http://www.nvidia.com/object/what-is-gpu-computing.html
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Table 7.1: The framework comparing OpenLayer and GoogleMaps according to selected
requirements.
presented on a map.
There is a need for advanced handling of features due to separation of the abstract and
the physical spaces, where OL has more available options. On the other hand GM has
rich information layers extended with integration of various spatial lookup services (for
instance ”search nearby”). The other significant consideration is a licensing policy, in
which OL fits more in an open source like licensing policy allowing possible integration
of this concept to other applications.
Overall the OL provides more suitable API concerning flexibility and modification of
features. It also supports wider range of map sources, which increases utilization for
information provided on the map. The GM has advantage of Street View, which is
3D layer allowing exploration of environment from walking through mapped locations.
Therefore it is preferred to use OL over GM mainly due to better integration of 3rd
party map sources (Google, Bing, OSM, etc.). It has also advanced control over vector
layer and more suitable licensing policy.
OpenLayers (OL)
Based on the previous argumentation in analysis of geographical libraries, the realization
is going to be developed with OL as a viewer and some additional details about the library
are provided.
OL is considered as a main building block of this realization. It serves as a digital map
and allows creation and management of spatially organized pieces of information formed
according to rules defined by theory of mind-maps. The cartographic maps also known as
layers are available primarily through Open Street Maps (OSM) and additionally through
various third party services. As it was mentioned in the comparison framework, the OL
library is able to utilize various kinds of mapping resources, which open opportunities
for further development and integration of other information layers.
The OL has also other layer dealing with vector graphics, which is utilized during
construction of a mind-map. In order to validate the choice of OpenLayers, further
investigation of the library took place mainly concentrating on API documentation 7
and a number of examples 8 as well as a book [Hazzard(2011)] introducing capabilities
of the library.
7http://dev.openlayers.org/apidocs/
8http://openlayers.org/dev/examples/
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Validation of core functionalities The main question of this additional chapter is clar-
ification whether it is possible to realize dynamic links between object on a map and
their positioning by dragging the objects? There is established a proof of concept, rep-
resenting departments at Roskilde university. Implementation of the core functionalities
is realized with resources mentioned previously.
The departments are build as a list of objects with geographic coordinates. The
coordinates were picked up from a digital map controlled by modified script, which
provides location in alert window on a mouse click.
Figure 7.3: Proof of concept showing relations between objects and dragging objects to
another location.
Positions of object with corresponding names extracted from text pages served as an
input to a JavaScript file utilizing OL library.
var pages = new Array (
[ ”RUC” ,12 . 139869 , 55 . 653234 ] ,
[ ” C e n t r e f o r F i n a n c i a l a n d T e c h n i c a l S e r v i c e s ” , 12 . 138583 , 55 . 65304 ] ,
. . .
[ ” Human Resources ” , 12 . 137885 , 55 . 653013 ] ,
[ ”IMFUFA” ,12 . 138303 , 55 . 651497 ] ) ;
Validation of OL framework is an important precondition of further development of this
concept and by the pilot case it is proved that the framework fits the requirements. The
implementation of the case shows possibility to create relations between pages, where
labels are also attached. The OL library is validated for a further use.
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7.2.3 Controller
The main component, also known as handler, maintains exchange of data between model
and viewer.
Python script
Initially the controller is intended to be a stand alone script with future intentions of
transforming the script in ZIM-Wiki extension. The present design allows dynamic
change to any other content text editor.
This python script represents a controller and it is responsible for a main logic and
communication between the view in section 7.3.2 and the model in section 7.3.2.
The communication happens through generated KML file build with help of simplekml
described below.
Python Imaging Library
The Python Imaging Library (PIL) 9 is a library with image processing capabilities. It
is available like a python module called PIL. In this realization the library is used for
reading resolution of images.
Simplekml
The simplekml 10 is a python module helping with straightforward generation of KML,
which is used for a data exchange mediated by controller in section 7.2.3. The Keyhole
Markup Language (KML) 11 is an XML notation 12, which defines visualization of geo-
graphical objects in 2D and 3D map browsers. It is supported by various applications
for instance from production of Google such as Google Maps and Google Earth, Open-
Layers and NASA WorldWind, ESRI ArcGIS Explorer, Adobe PhotoShop, AutoCAD,
and Yahoo! Pipes.
7.3 Iterations
This chapter describes decisions during the three main stages of development:
• design
• implementation
• testing
9http://www.pythonware.com/products/pil/
10http://code.google.com/p/simplekml/
11https://developers.google.com/kml/documentation/
12http://www.w3schools.com/xml/xml whatis.asp
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There are two main cycles of development, the first iteration focuses on basic initiation,
technical realization and proofing core functionalities of the concept. During this itera-
tion the GeMiMa reaches a stage, when objects relate with each other through visualized
line and therefore form basic frame of a mind-map. Another step during the first itera-
tion is a realization of a communication between the viewer and the controller, which is
only one way communication arranged through a custom protocol.
The second iteration concentrates on extraction of data from hierarchy of text files
and more advanced functionalities like a static scale for abstract space, in viewer coloring
label, integration of images and proper positioning of labels, which is described in theory
of mind-maps.
Testing is mainly an ongoing process, which uses basic principles of checking values
through printouts, which is considered as a white box testing. Later, when GeMiMa is
developed into acceptable state, a usability testing takes place. The usability testing in-
volves a group of people participating during the test. The main intention is a feedback,
whether GeMiMa gives intended overview geographical information referenced from ab-
stract space.
7.3.1 Design
The initial design of intended functionalities follows in this section. It focuses on ele-
ment called person, which serves as a natural bind between mind-map, digital map and
geographically tagged object. Additional focus is kept on relations, control over com-
plexity of mind-map and navigation. The reasoning about software design is influenced
by architecture pattern.
The GeMiMa introduces all the needed elements for the design. It basically integrates
spaces mentioned in section 6.3 describing interconnection of spaces. The whole concept
is illustrated and used in further realization and it starts with a description of the basic
elements.
The oncoming description focuses on a binding of the abstract and the physical spaces
as a coherent unit. There is a defined natural binding element represented like a person,
which combines both spaces and also brings certain dynamics through free positioning
of abstract space.
Person
This section identifies and describes a person as an essential element of GeMiMa. The
creation of content is often created by individuals or group of individuals represented by
representatives and in this case substituted with a person as an ideal binding element
illustrated in (Figure 7.4). The person is a functional and active element. It conducts
information from the abstract to the physical space and vice versa. The physical location
of a person helps to keep an overview of assigned geographical objects from abstract
space.
The GeMiMa currently demonstrates only individualistic approach and presence of
more individuals in physical space is considered by a further work in chapter 9.1.2.
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A digitized person is also known as avatar. In this concept the person has also
practical reasons concerning ownership of created content, which may be useful dur-
ing collaboration and exchange of information. The use of the person for collaboration
is identified by study [Laufer et al.(2011)Laufer, Halacsy, and Somlai-Fischer] [Laufer
et al.(2011)Laufer, Halacsy, and Somlai-Fischer] [Laufer et al.(2011)Laufer, Halacsy, and
Somlai-Fischer] utilizing avatars positioned in Prezi environment for increasing overview
between participants illustrated in (Figure 7.5).
The content exemplified as a 4.1 forms abstract space above the person’s head close
enough to the mind. The geographical location of a person can be in theory dynamically
updated by GPS receiver integrated in a device like a mobile phone or a tablet. In
a collaborative environment the location of the person is also a valuable information.
Commonly without update from actual location the person remains in initially assigned
location, which may be repositioned on demand to a temporal new location. The repo-
sitioning brings person respective mind-map to any explored location. This short term
repositioning of the person also recalculates relations to geographically referenced objects
in the surroundings.
Two types of person’s location:
• initial location of a person from spatial-mind-map
• temporarily changed location allows to move a person and observe any location on
digital map with presence of related objects from abstract space
Figure 7.4: Current location in physical space illustrated as a person with root of a
mind-map.
Person with attached mind-map
Position is an important part of visualization, it is basically the most fundamental in-
formation for meaningful positioning of an abstract space. The person from previous
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Figure 7.5: Collaboration between individuals established in Prezi environment.
chapter represents assigned geographical position of mind-map and at the same time
conducts geographically referenced objects.
It should be clarified that there is a different behavior of the mind-map and the refer-
enced geographical objects caused by positioning in two spaces. The case is illustrated
by a mind-map consisting of 4 pages (p0..4) and 5 spatially referenced objects (r1, r2,
r3, i1, i2). Interaction between the abstract space and the physical space is illustrated
by (Figure 7.6). It shows interaction between person and attached mind-map with geo-
graphically referenced objects.
More details about the relations between objects is described in the following chapter.
Relations
Each page has a parent page, except the root of a mind-map, which is a root page
behaving as a person described above. The mind-map has a special behavior visible only
during zooming the digital map. That is also significant distinction between the abstract
space (mind-map) and physical space (spatially referenced objects on a digital map). The
relations of the mind-map are not influenced by zooming; this allows ongoing interaction
with mind-map in dynamic environment of digital map. In fact the digital map also
represents kind of ZUI partly introduced in section 4.3. In this way, it is expected
that the relations support dynamic styling, which stimulates better understanding of
relations and their separation from others (in theory the color scheme could reflect
various properties of spatial links referenced from hypertext).
The link considered in this design has a constrain defined by structural organization
of the mind-map, which is a tree structure. The pages are processed according to the
constrain and each page has only one parent page.
It is also intended to highlight any object of the mind-map or spatially referenced
objects, when the mouse cursor is over the object. In fact it is expected to highlight the
related objects one level above or bellow depending on the type of the object. This case
is illustrated by (Figure 7.7) and a blue highlighting of the relations.
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Figure 7.6: Illustration intended behavior between fixed geographical objects (r1, r2, r3,
i1, i2) referenced from a floating mind-map bind to a person moved from
position a) to a new position b)
This design of relations defines a coherent organization between the mind-map and
the spatially referenced object with various properties.
Page
The page is a hypertext document, which stores various information including links and
media. Hierarchical structure is constructed by involvement of links from the main page.
The organization of pages may result in tree or network structure. This study deals with
mind-maps and therefore it focuses only on a tree structure, which is required by the
mind-maps described in section 4.1.
Control over mind-map
The tree is a basic property of a mind-map, which may be enhanced by deeper relations
in between nodes (pages). The root of a mind-map can be any selected node (page) of
the tree, therefore it is possible to choose another root page from the hierarchy of pages
and assign it to a person. This can reduce or extend the number of levels visualized on
a mind-map (Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.7: Selection of a particular page highlights spatially referenced objects blue and
highlights the page with text as well.
Navigation
The design also counts with navigation, because it is an important part of functional
and usable realization. In fact, without proper navigation the spatial mind-map looses
its meaning. Therefore there are introduced two main methods of navigating through
digital map and including constant access to the mind-map. The mind-map attached to
the person signalizes that it is part of a movable person and the abstract space.
Follow relations The first navigation method is based on following of the relations. It
means in parallel that the relation needs to be acting like an optical cable, which directs
the view from one end to the other. In more appropriate description, the relations is
divided in half and each half acts like a link, which moves the map view to the other
end of the relation.
Move person to a center of a view The second navigation method is based on moving
person with attached mind-map around the map. In order to make the mind-map
available any time during traversing the digital map, there is one associated button in
the menu, which moves the person to a center of a current map view. It helps the user to
jump to any location on digital map, explore it and call the person respective mind-map
on demand.
History of moves Additionally there is activated a build in function provided by OL,
which allows traversing of moves by going back and forward in a list of the performed
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Figure 7.8: Dynamic adjustments of a mind-map a) by selection of a root page (anywhere
from hierarchy of pages) b) resulting in expansion of reduction of the mind-
map.
moves.
Development according to MVC
The design of the communication is not following a standard neither Model-View-
Controller (MVC) 13 or Three-tier architecture 14. It is a partial combination of both,
due to a way how the model is handled. There are two models involved in this design
(Figure 7.9), the main model 0 and than a lightweight model 1 with data in form of a
KML file used by the view.
In fact the ”independent viewer” part follows more traditional pattern of MVC, but
only under assumption that the controller provides some caching capability. The present
situation of development concentrates on Three-tier architecture scenario, which still
keeps the naming convention from MVC. The view (Presentation) focuses on visual-
ization of data provided from the controller (Business Logic) and the model (Data/Re-
source) is a layer, which keeps the data in form of files, which have to be parsed by
controller. The whole arrangement is illustrated in (Figure 7.9). The request from view
component is triggered by a customized protocol called ”zim://”, which is also described
this chapter.
13http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff649643.aspx
14http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/wasinfo/v6r0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.websphere.base.doc%2Finfo%2Faes%2Fae%2Fcovr 3-
tier.html
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Figure 7.9: Diagram of software pattern used in this realization.
Model The division into three components starts with a model, which describes a data
structure and maintenance of information. Initially a data structure has to considered
from stability to the intended needs. Subsequently the mind-maps and the support of
hypertext and hypermedia is reflected by a design as well as spatial links extending
hypertext with customized tags.
Data structure
Identification of the most suitable data structure is always reflected by the type of
usage. This project deals mainly with hypertext and also considers flexible access to
the data. Therefore it is preferred to use a low level plain text files instead of more
robust and powerful database solution. Both of them have certain pros and cons. The
reasoning is introduced in the following sub points.
Database
The database provides fast access and a scalable storage, which is controlled by queries.
There are many programs, which utilize the database storage like SQLite 15 or MySQL 16
and the data are modifiable basically only through the program interface. This is con-
sidered as a drawback of database solution.
Plain text
Programs with a plain text structure, utilizing lightweight markup languages 17, are
attractive solution. The state of a plain text structure may be cached in supporting
database, which combines fast access and reflection of easily editable data storage in
form of a plain text. This files are referenced like pages and the directories are containers
for attached various files and other nested pages. This is a simple and general solution,
which may be as well traced by a version control system. The other concern regarding
limitations of file system 18 is for instance filename length, which provides 256 characters
and therefore it is considered to be sufficient. Overall most of the recent systems do not
cause relevant limitations.
The option of plain text files also counts with direct modifications of data from a third
party application for instance ZIM-Wiki, described in section 7.2.1.
15http://www.sqlite.org/
16http://www.mysql.com/
17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightweight markup language
18http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison of file systems# Limits
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Cached low level storage
The optimal solution is to provide a cache solution bringing advantages from both
database and plain text. It utilizes fast response from database and the data is still
kept in a low level data storage like text files organized in folders (indexing of the low
level data storage is in a case of caching necessary). This option allows also a direct
modification of data through text files.
Mind-maps (Is hypertext/hypermedia able to accommodate spatial dia-
gram particularly mind-maps?)
The described plain text data structure utilizes principles of hypertext and hyperme-
dia, which fits basic principles of the mind-maps described in section 4.1. Organization
of mind-maps follows a tree like structure. The hypertext accommodates links with var-
ious properties for instance position in space. The links are considered to be building
blocks for the mind-map. In fact the link may point any text files in the data structure
and break the purity of the tree structure, therefore only spatially located (described by
spatial links) child text files are used as building blocks of the mind-map. The hypertext
also accommodates hypermedia, which allows coexistence of images and possibly also
other multimedia content described by 4.1 of mind-maps.
Spatial links (How does hypertext support spatial links between abstract
and physical spaces?)
This study is depending on dealing with spatial information. It requires definition
of form in which the information is kept. In fact there are two definitions of spatial
information correspondingly to abstract and physical spaces. In deed they are separated
by coordinate system, where each spatial information has its own. The abstract space
is defined in pixels defined by x, y and z coordinates. It is due to a static scale of the
abstract space, which is floating over the digital map and links are in dynamic tension
with the physical space. It means that the physical space is defined by geographical
locations corresponding to latitude, longitude and altitude. This arrangement of two
coordinate systems allows dynamic interaction between both spaces.
There are two options, how to define the spatial information in page. It is valuable to
prioritize a short form, which is still unique and therefore it can be utilized partly as a
tag (metadata).
Based on the previous arguments the following forms of spatial information are intro-
duced:
• abstract space uses relative location due to hierarchical organization of text files
@relloc:x,y,z
• physical space uses absolute positioning defined by geographical location [Ste-
fanakis and Peterson(2006)]
@geoloc:longitude, latitude , altitude
The text file contains only one relative location and zero to many geographical loca-
tions.
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Both locations are part of a hierarchical organization of other files. This allows back-
ward referencing to the text file through defined ”zim://” protocol described in controller.
Definition of mind-map location
The location of mind-map is obtained from a specially committed text file, which
contains links to all locations containing data needed for mind-map construction. The
links have a notation, which allows activation and deactivation of the particular link.
This function is integrated in ZIM-Wiki, so it uses a relative paths to directory with
all text files. There is an element of a check box in ZIM-Wiki, which is used to enable
and disable links to defined mind-maps.
The pure text notation of relative path (Figure 7.10) and rendered notation by ZIM-
Wiki (Figure 7.11). The first activated check box points out a line with the link defining
a path of the mind-map; only the first activated mind-map in the text file is considered.
Figure 7.10: Relative path to mind-maps defined in a standard text editor.
Figure 7.11: Relative paths to mind-maps rendered by ZIM-Wiki.
View The data is supplied by the controller and utilized during visualization. The
viewer is capable of reading on-line maps as well as remote and local vector objects
defined in KML file.
How to visualize the geographical mind-map?
The text file contains a header extended by the relative location ”@relloc:” defining
the coordinate relatively to the parent text file. The hierarchical organization of files
in folders follows organization required by mind-maps. The text file also accommodates
geographically referenced objects with geographical location ”@geoloc:”.
Proper positioning of labels
According to the mind-maps branches should have labels so that they follow the radial
organization. This functionality is not supported directly by vector graphics available
through OpenLayers (OL) and therefore workaround has to be applied. The OL has
advanced technique of styling individual features and the same technique is used with
extended SVG 19 canvas. More detailed description follows in implementation.
19http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/
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Controller The controller manages the exchange of information from viewer by a de-
fined protocol and extracts data from the model and generates the data for the viewer
in form of a KML file introduced in this chapter.
Definition of a custom protocol
This section designs solution for the question ”How to integrate an external application
used as an editor of a content with the concept?”.
Simple one way communication between external application takes place through sys-
tem wide definition of a handler. The viewer has to support the protocol calls and in
a case of intended integration with a web browser it fits the requirements. The reason-
ing about this approach has been inspired by various existing handlers, which are for
instance used for automatic execution of email client known as ”mailto://” or ”http://”.
The name of the handler is based on external application, which handles the content
of mind-maps. The handler is named ”zim://” and it basically redirects all parameters
defined by a GET request initiated by a web browser. The request triggers one way
communication, so there is no response to the browser, which may cause some problems
on browsers without proper configuration of system protocol handlers. It would be more
convenient to run a simple web server with a properly defined data exchange, but that
would require additional component, which is not necessary for the present stage of
research.
This technique supports the communication from the viewer to the controller. The
controller consequently opens a file in the external editor and the user is able to perform
modifications. Integration of an external application is with definition of customized
handler possible and exchange of data from viewer to controller is fully functional.
The following list of actions/parameters illustrates exchange of data. More details
about implementation are available in section 7.3.2 about implementation.
Open a single page with external editor:
zim :// Notes@project : GeoMind : Co l l abora t i on
zim :// Notes@project : GeoMind : Framework : Protoco l
Drag page and update location in abstract space, the values have unit of pixels:
zim : Notes@project : GeoMind : Co l l abora t i on ? p i x e l i n c r e m en t =−20,−30,0
Create page passes parameters of a new location and name of a child page:
zim : Notes@project : GeoMind : Co l l abora t i on ? r e l l o c =−84,−65,0&subpage=aaa
Drag person move whole mind-map to a new location:
zim : Notes@project : GeoMind? l o c a t i o n =12.140413522721458 ,55.655028488663305
Extraction of KML
The KML file is in this proposed design generated each time there is a change in the
model caused by changes in viewer. The procedure is managed by stand alone python
script introduced in section 7.2.3, which is executable with various actions/parameters
corresponding to the defined custom protocol (above):
zim−handler . py [ a c t i o n s / parameters ]
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The KML file contains a list of all text files with all information needed for successful
creation of a mind-map.
7.3.2 Implementation
In this chapter the reader can find some details about technical realization separated
according to the mode, the view and the controller, which covers crucial algorithms
regarding data crawling and displaying the mind-map in a view. The OL framework is a
suitable tool for handling ZUI and various mapping sources, but the basic use of standard
cases is pushed by the realization to its limit, since it has not been really expected to
supply intended functionalities and therefore special adjustments are applied. The code
presented in this chapter can be found in the appendix.
Customized protocol callable from web browser
Initially the custom protocol has to be established. The change is system specific and
there is no description provided in this study. More details about the setup is available
on-line on a web-page dealing with a registration of a new protocol 20. There is a
need for such a protocol due to the fact that the communication happens between two
unrelated applications based on different programming languages with no common API.
Therefore it is suggested to create the custom protocol and redirect all requests to local
application; in this case the application is a python script which implements various
actions based on passed parameters. This technique has some security issues, which is
not really considered as a threat due to calls triggered from a locally maintained web
page.
Model
The model is based on simple data storage, which uses external editor (in this case
ZIM-Wiki) for comfortable maintenance of the a content. Therefore there is a certain
correlation with established syntax used by ZIM-Wiki, which is based on a lightweight
markup language. Apart of the actual text file, there are various elements described in
the following section. Another implementation technique shows how the mind-maps are
activated and deactivated from a text file with switches (check-boxes).
Content utilized in a spatial mind-map The text files contain syntax allowing inte-
gration of following content types:
• images
• files
• check-boxes
20http://kb.mozillazine.org/Register protocol
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• tags
• various kinds of formatting
Among the types mentioned in the list, the python script generating mind-map utilizes
the following types:
Images
The image is the visual component of mind-maps. According to ZIM-Wiki’s syntax the
definition of image is by (Figure˜\ref{/home/norfcran/ACrEA/notes/NINTeligANCE−aBase−orig
/skola/preparation−for−master−thesis/thesis/Realization−of−Geo−Mind−Maps/Iterations/Implementation
/image.png}) , the path is accepted in both absolute and relative form.
Check-boxes
In case of overlapping mind-maps, there is an optional switch (check-box) restricting
traceability of geographical locations, but the mind-map is still displayed on a map
(positioned apart from the main mind-map).
Apart of the definition of the mind-map location described in section 7.3.2. The
check-box is also used to break branch flow (Figure (Figure 7.12)).
Figure 7.12: Element restricting formation of geographically referenced objects on a dig-
ital map. Illustrated in activated and deactivated forms.
Tags
Tag are useful due to traceability since they are unique strings. That was a reason,
why the ”@relloc:” and ”@geoloc:” have this form. The user is able to follow the pages in
model and filter the content with a search feature build in ZIM-Wiki.
”@relloc:” no options apart of location (pixels, relative to parent page)
”@geoloc:” inserted on the same line with picture of text brings the text to label and
image interpreted in a mind-map as thumbnail (geographical coordinate system)
Controller
The controller handles exchange of data. It parses the text files edited by the external
application. If the custom protocol redirects a request to the controller it performs action
in the text files directly. There is a drawback of direct edits of the text files, because the
editor is not refreshing the files on change, this is expected to be changed with a better
integration of the controller to the external application. This section concentrates on
parsing of the text files and related construction of KML file, which is used as an input
data for the view.
Extraction of content from text files The data structure is based on a plain text files
hierarchically organized in folders. Each single text file (a page) contains a title
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(a keyword), additional meta information in header like time of creation and content
formated according to light weight markup language. All the extraction of content and
generation of KML file takes place in the controller:
zim−handler.py
The controller defines the following global variables:
# in a case o f an e x t e r n a l browsing o f the page from t a b l e s a f i l e s e r v e r
i s provided
# hostname=”http : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 3 4 : 8 8 8 8 ”
# path to root d i r e c t o r y o f t ex t f i l e s , where mind−maps and other notes are
l o ca t ed
hostname=”/home/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig”
# d e f i n e s command to the e x t e r n a l e d i t o r
program = ’ zim ’
p ro to co l = ’ zim : / / ’
# %n i s v a r i a b l e used in ZIM−Wiki during a remote c a l l o f t h i s python
s c r i p t from a panel
no t ebook lo ca t i on = ”/home/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig”
# l o c a t i o n where the KML f i l e i s generated and u t i l i z e d by view
k m l f i l e = ”mindmaps/”
geo l o c = ” @geoloc : ” # g l o b a l v a r i a b l e o f a geog raph i ca l l o c a t i o n tag
r e l l o c = ” @re l l o c : ” # g l o b a l v a r i a b l e o f a r e l a t i v e l o c a t i o n tag
Extraction of KML
As it was described in the model, the data storage is based on hierarchically organized
text files in folders. The extraction is based on a recursive function get\ pages\ by\ path
(dir), which visits all text files and performs extraction of data. The data is returned
from the function as an array of dictionaries. The extraction of the data targets only
text files containing ”@relloc:” tag with a relative position to previous text file and ad-
ditionally also ”Location:” tag, which defines geographical location of a person respective
root of a mind-map. The visited text files are also checked for ”@geoloc:” tags defin-
ing geographical references, optionally the geographical reference may contain label and
image.
All the information collected during the visit of all text files is utilized during con-
struction of a KML file with the help of module simplekml described in section 7.2.3.
The function convert\ to\ KML(pages) takes the previously created array of directories rep-
resenting text files (pages) as an argument and all values from pages are processed. For
instance, images get a right size with preserved proportions utilizing capabilities of li-
brary PIL introduced in section 7.2.3. The pixel coordinates of relative positions tagged
with ”@relloc:” are recalculated by all parent pages increments, so that the viewer moves
pages to assigned position in abstract space with a minimum effort.
The output of extraction is a single KML file containing all pages. It has also been
considered to create separate files for each type of features, but that would necessarily
increase the number of the objects in the viewer, therefore separation according to feature
type takes place in viewer.
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View
Graphical User Interface (GUI) or considerably to the zooming capability of digital maps
it could be also referenced like Zooming User Interface (ZUI), which is a domain of this
component and it describes some advanced ways of mind-map creation with spatially
tagged objects, right positioning of labels and navigation. This implementation from
now on happens in OpenLayers (OL).
Visualization of extracted content (KML) through OpenLayers The OL support
various layers and one of them is the KML. This option is also part of the realization.
The KML file is read by OL and made available through a layer called pages. In order
to group all object to more logical parts, the pages layer is split into 5 layers (persons,
pages, relations, physical relations and pins). The mentioned layers are finally available
in left menu under overlays (described later in this section), in which the layers can be
switched, activated and deactivated.
The visualization uses additional components, which should be introduced in order to
describe their implementation.
Styles
It is a powerful technique, how to shape objects in the OL. It is technique based on
a standard called Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 21, which styles web documents. The
styles in OL help to solve opacity and zIndexing of object (images), so that on highlight
the features go in front above all other objects and also a rotation of labels (described
later in section ”Proper positioning of labels”).
Rules
The technique of rules allows detailed adjustment of styling based on comparison of
object variables and application of filters. In this realization the rules are used to apply
additional styles on images.
Layers
The layers are the main building blocks of OL, even that each map needs one base
layer. There are two main types of layers, the first type is consisting of map tiles from
on-line services and the second type is based on vector graphics. Both types are used in
this realization. Digital maps are supplied from various on-line services like GoogleMaps
and OSM. Additionally there is also a special layer with blank space used to work only
with the mind-map. There must be always one base layer active, so that the user can
switch between all of them.
Overlays
It is a special type of layer, which is not a base layer and can be turned of, so that
it is not visible on a map. The present realization uses overlays of vector graphics and
overlay images. The overlay images may in theory serve also floor plans of buildings.
Caching of tiles
Digital maps are available mainly through on-line services and therefore computer
needs to be connected. This need is reduced by possibility of caching tiles to a local
21http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/Overview.en.html
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storage. The OL provides this functionality through write and read tiles to a local
storage provided by browser. It also speeds up loading of maps segments called tiles
during ordinary work with the spatial mind-map.
Controls
The controls are predefined actions in OL, which are establishing functionality of the
realization. There are also extended controls due to special intentions, which do not fit
the standard setup of OL.
Functions
This visualization rely on various function described later on in this section. The most
important ones are responsible for basic construction and organization of the mind-map.
The code for draw relations function is too long to be presented in the text and therefore
only interesting segments are described.
There is created a parallel data structure (dictionary) with a key based on the names-
pace of the page. It speeds up process of finding the page during separation to the
specific category:
provePagemap ( ) ;
Definition of variables corresponding to specific categories:
var l i n e s a b s t r a c t = [ ] ;
var l i n e s p h y s i c a l = [ ] ;
var p in a r ray = [ ] ;
var pages ar ray = [ ] ;
Finding a root page with ”Location:” tag used for person respective root of the mind-map
is derived from the namespace, it has to be the shortest namespace indicating the root
of all present objects.
The construction of the mind-map iterates through all objects and established con-
nections based on namespace and type of the object. The lines in between objects
are established correspondingly with defined relations. After the object is created it is
assigned to the specific category.
Creation and expansion of a spatial mind-map Expansion of the mind-map by other
branches is doable by two approaches. The first involves external editor, which helps
with creation of the mind-map structure and the second option rely on view, where all
created branches get automatically assigned ”@relloc:x,y” tags with coordinates.
The action is triggered by single mouse click on a map and at the same time, only
one parent page has to be selected from the existing mind-map. This combination gives
enough of information for creation of a new page. The procedure is illustrated by the
following pseudo code:
/∗ s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ( f e a t u r e s ) , e v t c l i c k ( evt . xy ) ∗/
func t i on c r e a t e c h i l d p a g e ( s e l e c t edFea tu r e s , e v t c l i c k ) {
// prompt the user f o r a new page ( handled by ”handleMapClick ( evt ) ”)
// name o f a subpage has to be pre sent
i f ( subpage && subpage !== ’ ’ ) {
// conver s i on o f mouse c l i c k to p i x e l s
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// c r e a t i o n o f a new c h i l d p o i n t based on the mouse c l i c k
// c r e a t i o n o f a new c h i l d p a ge ob j e c t
// c a l c u l a t e s coo rd ina t e s f o r a r e l a t i o n between parent and c h i l d pages
// c r e a t e a l i n e in between the parent and c h i l d page and a s s i g n i t to
array o f r e l a t i o n s
// r e q u e s t s an ac t i on in model through zim :// p ro to co l
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r ( l i n k +”? r e l l o c=”+vecto r . x+”,”+ vector . y+”,0&subpage=”+
subpage ) ;
// ad jus t l a b e l s and r e p o s i t i o n pages ac co rd ing ly
// r e f r e s h a l l o b j e c t s
}
}
The above pseudo code shows creation of mind-map’s branches. In order to link the
mind-map with a digital map it is necessary to attach ”@geoloc:” tags to the corre-
sponding page. This is done by obtaining location on click, which brings pop-up window
containing prepared string with actual location. The user has to move the string by
mouse or copy it to a clipboard and paste to the page with content.
Proper positioning of labels Initially the labels are shown horizontally, but according
to the mind-maps, they should follow an angle of relation from parent page (also know
as branch).
This rotation label function is not currently available in the OL framework. There is
a proposal for the functionality made available through modification of SVG rendered
used for rendering object in the browser. The proposed solution based on modification of
SVG 22 library extends functionality of OL and provides rotation of the labels. Further
positioning of the labels is required, so that it fits a line between two related pages. More
details about the actual implementation follows:
There is a need to define a source of MySVG.js 23 class in the main HTML source,
which brings the functionality to the OL through renderer called ’MySVG’ defined as
a part of page layer in OL. The label is influenced by style defined through OpenLay-
ers.Symbolizer.Text 24. The following pseudo code fixes the label so that it fits with the
theory of mind-map.
/∗ The l a b e l cor re spond ing to the page i s ad justed on b a s i s o f the parent
page ∗/
func t i on f i x L a b e l ( page ) {
// get the parent page
// i f the parent page e x i s t s
i f ( parent page !== undef ined ) {
// c a l c u l a t e ang le based on l o c a t i o n o f parent page
// c a l c u l a t e o f f s e t o f the l a b e l in between t h i s and the parent page
// c o l o r the l a b e l based on page
}
}
22http://benjamin.preisig.at/rotating-labels-in-openlayers/# comment-43
23http://www.gorjanci.at/zemljevid/myClasses/MySVG.js
24http://dev.openlayers.org/apidocs/files/OpenLayers/Symbolizer/Text-js.html
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Navigation This concept rely on navigation and therefore it is also significant part
of the implementation. The person and relations signalize naturally some hints about
navigation. So far the concept brings only a core functionality, which would benefit from
further integration of utilizing keyboard events.
Follow relations
Traversing of relation on mouse click is defined by controller, which triggers mouse
click and passes clicked object OpenLayers.Geometry.LineString 25 to a method called
followLine(feature, clickPix), which does move the view according to the design.
Definition of control in OL
The following OpenLayers.Control.SelectFeature 26 is part of the OL and it defines
actions and options triggered by mouse click. In case of the described method the
mouse click is operation only among ”relations, physi relations and pages”. There is
a need to adjust standard behavior of this method and therefore it is extended by a
force unselect(feature) call, because it is not intended to unselect the feature manually
by an additional mouse click. This situation is not described by the API. The lineHigh-
light(feature) method makes sure that all lines from parent page get highlighted and
only the followed line gets red color to make a clear distinction between them.
The code can be found in the code under definition of controls of OL:
f o l l owL ine : new OpenLayers . Control . S e l e c tFea ture ( [ r e l a t i o n s , p h y s r e l a t i o n s ,
pages ] , {
onSe l e c t : f unc t i on ( f e a t u r e ) {
. . .
Actual method of the follow line
It calls request controller(”zim://notebook@namespace”) function, which opens page
corresponding to the geographically located object. Additionally it gets start and end
points of the relations followed by if statement that checks whether the clicked position
is closer to the start point and if so it moves the view to the end point and vice versa.
/∗ View pans to other s i d e o f a l i n e ∗/
func t i on f o l l owL ine ( f ea ture , c l i c k P i x ) {
// open the page in the e x t e r n a l e d i t o r
// ge t s both po in t s o f the l i n e
// based on a h a l f d i s t ance the map view i s moved to the oppos i t e end
}
Move person to a center of a view
The person with the mind-map should be easily accessible and the following pseudo
code provides the functionality:
Actual method
/∗ Moves root o f a mind−map as we l l as person to cente r o f a view ∗/
func t i on movePersonToView ( ) {
// l a s t p o s i t i o n o f a person ( needs to be converted to p i x e l s )
// l o c a t i o n o f view in cente r ( needs to be converted to p i x e l s )
25http://dev.openlayers.org/apidocs/files/OpenLayers/Geometry/LineString-js.html
26http://dev.openlayers.org/apidocs/files/OpenLayers/Control/SelectFeature-js.html
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// ac tua l move o f person from o r i g i n a l to c ente r o f view
// r e c a l c u l a t i o n o f mind−map ( in r e l a t i o n to the person )
// t h i s i s important due to v i s i b i l i t y o f f e a t u r e s
// f i x r e l a t i o n s
// redraws a l l f e a t u r e s with ac tua l p o s i t i o n o f the mind−map
}
7.3.3 Testing
The geo-mind-mapping application reaches a stage of an advanced prototype and has
to be tested in order to ensure the criteria defined by software requirements in chapter
7.1. There are two main categories of testing performed. The first set of tests targets
ongoing testing during development namely a white box and black testing. Finally the
geo-mind-mapping application is observed from usability point of view namely situational
usability.
Black box testing
The black box testing is primarily observing behavior of the geo-mind-map and exercises
core functionality. The geo-mind-mapping application provides sufficient visual feedback
to perform testing of this kind. There is established a dedicated geo-mind-map for testing
purposes only, it deals with all cases defined by software requirement.
White box testing
The white box testing concentrates on detailed examination of the code. In case of
the advanced prototype developed in this study, the observation of inputs and outputs
through debugging console provides sufficient testing method.
Situational usability
The usability testing provides important feedback of participants, who try the geo-mind-
mapping application with an intention to use it under specific situation. The situational
usability test is one of others. [?] defines a task for the participant and expects that the
participant gives a feedback during the process and final discussion about the product.
There is involved an initial group of 3 individuals with various backgrounds and they
perform tasks on the with the geo-mind-mapping application. Apart of the 3 individuals,
who performed whole set of task there were others interacting with the geo-mind-maps
and provided also a valuable feedback.
The task consists of the following steps:
• introduction to the idea of geo-mind-maps
• introduction of the user interface
• request to draw a mind-map on a paper
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• transformation of the paper mind-map to geo-mind-map (smoother process of
mind-map creation, it is hard to move branches in between each other)
• attachment of geographically referenced objects to the geo-mind-map with labels
and optionally also with images
• navigation in the digital map supplemented with presence of the geo-mind-map
• orientation on the digital map with and without physical relations
Outcome of the situational usability test General outcome of the test shows that the
geo-mind-maps provide improvement to the classical mind-maps with physical space and
it is combined in natural way.
Initially users include terms representing points on map in the abstract space, which
is not conceptually necessary, since the digital map provides all the geographical infor-
mation.
It is also identified that the mind-map requires some experience and skills to think
about the organization structure.
Users conclude that presence of the mind-map helps with structuring information in
the abstract space. The geographically referenced object on are linked easily traceable
by zooming (filtering the objects).
The relations in form of lines are considered to be useful for orientation and it makes
it easier to overview approximative number of links and direction, where the relations
point.
More detailed testing proving usability of the geo-mind-map requires a bigger group
of users and design of a test case focusing on spatial memory. This requirement cause a
delay in the testing and availability of statistical data is postponed until defense of the
thesis.
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8 Applications of the prototype
General description of potentially interesting applications, which are apart of personal
data management. The applications of the geo-mind-maps focus on the following:
• Spatial research in environment
• Virtual tutors of a physical space
• Mind-Map communicating a personal status
• Visualizing exhibition of photographs
8.1 Spatial research in environment
This application of the geo-mind-maps concentrates on a spatial research in the area
called Trekroner. This are is recently developed and many constructions are taking
place. This area is selected by a presence of a photographic documentation from last
years of studies. The photos cover changes in time (from an initiation to a present state).
The organization of keywords is arranged so that it forms the following hierarchy of
examined elements in the environment. It is numbered according to nesting of keywords.
Each keyword is an independent text file (page), which contains additional content in-
cluding photos and links.
The geo-mind-map is structured according to the following outlined text:
1 . Trekroner
1 .1 Construct ion
1 . 1 . 1 I n f r a s t r u c t u r e
1 . 1 . 2 Bu i ld ings
The first branch defines area of interest ”Trekroner”, which is in theory not necessary,
due to geographically referenced objects. The first keyword is extended by a nested
”Construction”, which contains two sub-pages called ”Infrastructure” and ”Buildings”.
The ”Trekroner” points to a main station represented as a geographically tagged object
considered as an entrance to the area from a public transportation (Figure 8.1). The
”Construction” keyword is only a branch of a mind-map and it contains two additional
keywords. Each of the attached keywords represents a page with geographically tagged
objects. The objects are in both cases illustrated as photographs, therefore they provide
intended visual feedback traversable back to the source. In case of ”Buildings” the
mind-map branch already utilizes the presence of visual the element (photography) on
the page and integrates it as a part of the branch. The blue line points to another photo
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from the same page. The only difference is that the photo is geographically tagged by a
special notation (Figure 8.2). On selection the photos change opacity from 20% to 90% of
visibility and when unselected it is reversed to the original state. The last (Figure 8.3)
shows a situation of more than one geographically tagged object and visualization of
labels.
Figure 8.1: Selection of branch called ”Trekroner” highlights geographically tagged ob-
ject at the station by a blue symbol of ”X” and a red label.
Figure 8.2: Selection of image from branch called ”Buildings” highlights link and changes
opacity of the photography.
8.2 Virtual tutors of a physical space
The society has produced significant amount of heritage and it naturally fades out or
becomes transformed by the needs of the recent society. The awareness of the original
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Figure 8.3: Selection of branch called ”Infrastructure” highlights all geographically
tagged objects (in this case photographies).
location of various artifacts is replaced by a current location of exhibitions and therefore
it is taken from context of origins.
This application illustrates theoretical utilization of the concept on museums’ exhibi-
tions, where artifacts considered as a smaller pieces of information allow construction of
a partial mosaic, where relations play equal importance as original locations.
It is argued that a development of historical events is often based on locations and
decisions. Therefore it has been identified that the overview based on visualization
of artifacts pinned on a map enforced by attached information from abstract space
conducted by a virtual tutor provide interesting technique for interactive exposition
(Figure 8.4). The artifacts pinpointed on a digital map through hierarchical description
provided by abstract space uncover further patterns and the observers get to know the
related surroundings.
Reference between significant objects in physical space and historical artifacts also
reveals a possible association, which is utilized by a spatial memory. This means that
the physical space is considered by this concept as a noticeboard of knowledge or the
previously mentioned shared workspace.
The mentioned artifacts concern for instance books, paper materials, agreements,
political decisions, artworks and other influential objects shaped by society. There are
some general fields possibly benefiting from virtual tutors based on the concept:
• museum
• natural parks
• electronic city guide
• documents in archive
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Figure 8.4: Adjacent places around Roskilde city visualized from a tutor positioned in
front of the main station.
8.3 Mind-map communicating a personal status
The concept is considered as a possible alternative of communicating with other indi-
viduals through information representing a status. The classical approaches of sharing
statuses takes place through text, media and links to other external sources for instance
web-pages. It is rather restrictive technique considering the amount of information
shared. The mind-map provides expansion of a singular information per status.
For example there are applications used for communication, which show various activi-
ties (available, busy, occupied). The alternative proposed by the following use case allows
better description of personal status and it may be utilized by others. This proposal is
going to be fully utilized by the use of augmented reality (the mind-map can be in theory
projected over a person standing in front of observer). In case of communicating spatial
information, the mind-map may point to particular places in surroundings, for example
when the person is still at work, but has a plan to go in a harbor to meet a friend. The
friend already knows the destination and it is not necessary to ask for location, since it
is pointed out in a form of a spatial link from the mind-map (Figure 8.6).
The complexity of the mind-map may require more space compare to a classical sen-
tence. This limitation is fully balanced by variability of adjustments provided by the
mind-map.
The mind-map floating above an avatar tells more than a single sentence, it represents
an organized structure (the example overlaps different terms).
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Figure 8.5: Zoomed map to the Roskilde main station, which contrasts to the previous
(Figure
8.4 Visualizing exhibition of photographs
Exhibition of photographs may take advantage of spatial information attached to a
mind-map constructing a basic structure of themes (often naturally abstract). Each
photograph has place, where it has been captured, it is a significant part of the photog-
raphy and it supplements better understanding. The visualized relations from mind-map
to the particular photograph is adjusted according to the zoom and therefore it creates
helpful visual transition between relations. At some point all the relations end up point-
ing to some location, when they are distributed for example only in close surrounding
of Danish borders. The application is demonstrated by zoomed out (Figure 8.7) and
zoomed in (Figure 8.8) view on the same geo-mind-map.
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Figure 8.6:
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Figure 8.7: Exhibition of photographs covering most of the related locations.
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Figure 8.8: Exhibition of photographs, approaching the exhibition place in the view.
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9 Discussion
The discussion evaluates the process and confronts the project with questions defined
during the problem formulation. What is the contribution of this study? Most of
the resources target information management concerning mind-maps and digital maps.
These terms represent two spaces explored in the study namely abstract space and
physical space. When the reader came all the way through this thesis the terms are self
expressive but still some reasoning with each of the spaces is performed.
Abstract space
How does this space fit to information we are used to process every day? The space in
form of mind-maps support dynamic content and links relating fragments of information.
Relations bring an order to information and associations. It is up to each individual,
how the information are connected. The context and understanding is formed from this
process. The same goes for the hypertext and hypermedia, it allows to link pieces of text
together and reflect the intellectual processes by the spatial diagrams like the mind-maps
or cognitive maps.
Physical space
Where do we walk when we think? This question has an interesting relevance to
this study. The physical space is another term which doesn’t have to be highlighted.
It deals with real environment which is continuously digitized and available through
screens of different devices. The modern age come so far that people prefer computer
screen and digital maps over the classical ones. These are ideal tools to explore the.
The understanding is, on the other hand, complex process and physical space needs a
help of the abstract space to form a coherent unit. Finally there is the individual who
has important role of conducting the knowledge with the physical space and who rise its
significance. The possibility to share the geographical mind-maps with wider audience
is another aspect discussed in kind of more technical directions.
Relations
The basic relations are formed from points and they may exist in both spaces. Absolute
system introduced in chapter 5.3 defines how the point is located in space. The relational
system introduced in chapter 5.3 which provides basic identification of the relations
applicable to abstract and physical spaces. In the abstract space the relations are formed
by hypertext and hypermedia which are capable of accommodating both spatial diagrams
presented in this study among others. In fact, the physically referenced objects are also
formulated from the abstract space. The relations in geo-mind-maps are substituting
anchors thrown from the mind-map to physical environment.
Why relations connecting user defined objects do not exist on digital maps and the
only exception are tracks? The relation defined directly on a map probably looses sense
because more of them create highly dense network of relations that doesn’t provide
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proper feedback. Indeed, the abstract space brings a dimension where the user freely
forms spatial diagram consisting of labels, keywords and visual elements.
The separation of both spaces makes the relation more meaningful and dynamic. It
substitutes role of a guide who knows direction and possibly also distances. Both of
these properties help with orientation in physical space so it is expected that the same
happens with the digital maps.
Cooperation
The physical space is considered as a common workspace with a high potential of shar-
ing information. In fact, the current digital maps contain mainly individually positioned
objects. The question is: How to take advantage of the individual objects? It is argued
by the previous discussion that context is shaped by relations of objects positioned in
the physical space. It is expected that each locality on the Earth has some feedback and
indications of a deeper meaning. The context has to be identified by the individuals.
The geographical information is already covered by Neogeopgrahy. The content of
physical space is built up by the Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) introduced
in chapter 6.2. This movement efficiently builds digital maps; for instance the Open-
StreetMaps 1 which are the source of digital maps for our geo-mind-mapping application.
When we focus on contributors, there are different roles and skill of the individuals.
For instance knowledge experts should have a chance to formulate and share both ab-
stract and physical pieces of information in a coherent form, which provides immediate
overview.
In addition to cooperation, Tim Berners-Lee has recently presented on TED about
open data. The presentation is called ”The year open data went worldwide” 2. It
points out relations of data with partial focus on a digital map enriched by communities
described by Neogeography. The idea about linked data is presented also by pioneers
of hypertext Ten Nelson and Douglas Engelbart who propose their own solutions. This
thesis points out importance to combine strengths of their solutions with physical space.
Time
Relative system introduced in chapter 5.3 deals with changes through time. According
to Ted Nelson time is an important property of links. Is it possible to preserve time with
existing version control system? The hypertext and hypermedia presented in form of
pure text are practically coverable by version control system.
Information concerning time stamp is a crucial for possible reposition of objects on a
digital map and their integration with dynamically changing environment. For instance
a specialized shop changed an address and the reference leads to an old address but there
should be still a way to find an old object on a map during the time it has been referenced
from abstract space. The object should for some time provide further information about
the change. These changes on digital maps reflect dynamic environment and the only
option to keep the track of them is through versions. In fact, the problem of referenced
objects kept in text files represented through hypertext offer an answer to question
formulated by Ted Nelson’s research of so called OSMIC time describing micro-versions
1http://www.openstreetmap.org/
2http://www.ted.com/talks/tim berners lee the year open data went worldwide.html
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and editing of text [Nelson(1999)]. In fact, other version control systems like GIT, 3
Bazaar 4 and others provide the same functionality but version has to be commited
manually.
Infrastructure
The following paragraph deals with technical issues concerning how the application
communicates and exchanges data. The infrastructure of the geo-mind-mapping appli-
cation is build on combination of two standardized patterns. The Model View Controller
(MVC) and 3tire Architecture. The basic central communication between model, view
and controller happens through 3tire architecture, because there is no exchange of in-
formation directly from the view to the model—only the controller has access to the
model. Each time the model changes controller has to parse all the files under particular
directory and gnerate KML file which is utilized by OpenLayers. The communication
between the OpenLayers, KML file and Controller has practically properties of MVC
and therefore it is concluded that both software patterns are present in the realization
of geo-mind-mapping application. The view communicates with the controller through
a defined protocol called ”zim://”; parameters are passed through it and there is no
response back to the browser which is expected behavior of the design. This behavior
could be improved by proper client server communication which requires a server. That
is a requirement making the solution much more complex. Possibly a light-weight service
running on a local port would do the job. But still, this aspect was not the main focus
of this study.
The OpenLayers GUI is running in a browser which is considered to be a good de-
cision from rapid development of both components. The browser is well maintained
and OpenLayers allow smooth exchange of the generated geo-mind-maps for viewing on
many platforms.
Communication with the local application happens through the system calls made
from the controller. The local application maintains content of the text files—it is called
ZIM-Wiki and it utilizes light markup language so the text files may be edited also from
other text editors. Anyway, ZIM-Wiki is also equipped by support of hypertext and
hypermedia. Therefore it is the choice number one.
Applications
The applications of geo-mind-maps are presented. They illustrate different situations
where the concept reinforces understanding of information presented with geographical
location.
User experience
The geo-mind-maps are used on Zooming User Interface (ZUI) which allows natural
filtration of objects—especially when they are located on a map with well known sur-
roundings. Navigation on geo-mind-maps takes advantage of relations taht move the
view from one end of the line to the other end. The other technique how to navigate in
the spatial space is dragging the person to a temporal location by clicking the button.
This calls the person to the center of digital map. In this arrangement the user can jump
3http://git-scm.com/
4http://bazaar.canonical.com/en/
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to another location through relation and travel the rest of the physical space.
The users provided generally a positive feedback which is also supported by situational
usability test concerning 3 users. Integration of the geo-mind-map and the ZIM-Wiki
editor of the content is working correctly and users are able to construct the geo-mind-
maps. It is planned to perform additional tests providing more solid results focusing
on ability to remember the objects with a stimulation of space by visual relations. It is
expected that due to interactive arrangement there should be a better orientation and
possibly also stimulated awareness of the physical space.
Additionally there are presented two directions from perspectives of further work.
9.1 Further work
There should be also considered use among mobile devices like tablets and phones
equipped with a GPS module. Moreover, with a presence of local server, there would be
possibility to access the content of geo-mind-maps remotely from devices like a tablet or
a smart phone. The presented concept counts on extensibility to the mentioned devices.
This technique provides interesting further research area which may also open possibility
of exploring ZUI build on top of geographical libraries like OpenLayers or GoogleMaps.
9.1.1 Notification of changes in neighborhood triggered by municipal
decisions
Exchange of information is an important quality factor for properly working democratic
processes and resulting decisions. Most of the decisions affect certain locations and it
may be a relevant application for the geo-mind-map. It would be a part of infrastructure
for gathering geographically tagged documents and in a situation where the document
belongs to defined area the user would be notified by appearance of new interesting
branches in a dedicated geo-mind-map.
The proposed improvement rely on the notification to users based on the appearance
of objects geographically tagged from a mind-map. This serves the option to follow a
link to a mind-map that relates to the decisions directly influencing the observed area.
All participants in a democratic process have a chance to follow changes initiated by
various institutions. It results into better overview and participation of people who are
directly affected by the decision. In a case of disagreement, the people have a right to
follow further information from the mind-map (containing hyperlinks) or negotiate the
decision with interested institutions directly. Whole concept limits the need to be an
individual signed to various mailing lists with hope for the relevant email in thousands
of irrelevant ones. Assignment to the certain physical location would be in many cases
a natural filter allowing individual confrontation with only relevant information.
9.1.2 Collaboration environment in between individuals and groups
Collaboration between individuals requires an steady infrastructure which is capable of
accommodating avatars with the attached geo-mind-maps. The proposed concept on
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individualistic approach would be important to solve problem with workspace because
the current geo-mind-mapping application is not concerning different scales of abstract
space. That would be the further focus of this concept.
The current state of the proposed concept allows exchange of KML files where other
users may benefit from better orientation in the geo-mind-maps. It is expected that
collaboration in classroom of students may utilize the concept during lessons about
history or geography. The real use of the geo-mind-maps will prove its qualities.
9.1.3 Augmented reality of geographical-mind-maps
This chapter deals with tracking of objects on digital maps. The digital maps have
highly dynamic scale and practically they may be magnified to detailed objects like
documents on a table (under situations where users utilize floor plans of their living
space). Every physical object has some potential to be referenced from the abstract
space. This statement has a certain limitation because all objects are not purely static
and majority of them are movable and the probability the object is proportional to time.
The movements of objects basically break the concept. For instance somebody creates
a personal geo-mind-map with reference to a shop that shortly after being referenced
changes the address. This results in a misleading information. In the ideal case the
owner of the shop writes information about the new address and the user with the geo-
mind-map has a chance to trace the location in time and read the information about
the new address. In theory of hypertext in chapter 3.2 is introduced the concept that
describes an advanced version control system developed by Ted Nelson.
The solution is a closer integration of time bringing previous locations reflected by the
continuity of time. This already happens with frequently updated map sources available
through digital maps. In fact, the object located on the digital map needs also a property
of time which helps reconstruction of a deeper context.
As it is pointed out that the referenced physical objects, that change location, bring
some complexity to the concept but as it was pointed out the time line is a solution
allowing tracking of the geographically referenced objects as well as a map itself. For
instance images from satellite imaging change regularly. The presently developed concept
rely on manual assignment of objects by users which is a certain limitation due to
inability of tracking objects’ location autonomously. This situation may practically
change with a rise of augmentation of digital objects to a real environment also known as
augmented reality. It would reduce a need for tracking of physical objects—for instance
documents, books and other multimedia [Schmalstieg et al.(2011)Schmalstieg, Langlotz,
and Billinghurst]. It is highly possible that number of papers on desk could reduce with
this practice dramatically and cleaning on would be simplified to a single button called
”clan desk”. The abstract space, like human, mind benefits from physical location of
the documents as a supplement for other present organization techniques.
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10 Conclusion
The conclusion of this study is based on the successful realization of the application,
which demonstrates functionality of the proposed design combining mind-maps with the
geographical information through digital map. Theoretically, it is expected that the
same binding technique of the abstract and the physical spaces accommodate any other
data organizations. Still the mind-maps have unique properties, which allow hierarchical
organization and a clear overview. The organization is fully reflected by principles of
hypertext and hypermedia, which answers question whether the hypertext and hyperme-
dia facilitate spatial diagrams, particularly mind-maps. The visible relation is a building
block of this concept, the hypertext is based on links. In fact, the geographical reference
is also a link defined from hypertext, which geographical point is defined by single point
substituting the person. In order to maintain the hypertext there is a need to integrate
the external application called ZIM-Wiki, which is fully capable of handling hypertext
files enriched by hypermedia representing visual content.
This study has been inspired by the project Xanadu maintained by Ted Nelson, which
deals mainly with abstract space, but due to technological maturity of geographical
libraries it is possible to adapt and merge abstract and digitized physical space together
and form a new way of handling information.
The geo-mind-maps benefit from publicly available geographic information, which
is enriched by movement called Neogeography. The geographic information available
through digital maps plays an important role in navigation, seeking information from
public and private layers and generally understanding the physical space.
The study shows applications of the geo-mind-maps in order to demonstrate flexibility
and usability of this concept. Additionally, in order to validate the geo-mind-maps a
small group of users is formed and asked to create a mind-map and enriched it with
geographical locations. The resulting geo-mind-maps were explored by the designed
navigation techniques and participants confirmed that the combination of abstract and
physical spaces is a meaningful and helps with organization of information. In order to
provide solid testing data another test is required. A test focusing on spatial memory
and awareness. The geo-mind-maps open a gate to a deeper research concerning other
fields of application and improvement of the communication infrastructure.
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11 Appendix
11.1 Person talks
This chapter introduces the person. Or possible the person introduces itself through the
mind-map (Figure 11.1).
Figure 11.1: What is a role of the person?
11.2 How to use Geo-Mind-Maps
Initially it is required to start browser with parameters allowing access of local files, else
the map is going to be white and nothing appears.
The parameters for chrome, which is suggested browser due to graphic acceleration of
JavaScript.
chromium−browser −−allow−file−access−from−files
The toolbar is hidden from beginning and therefore it is necessary to click on the
”(Show/hide)” active area.
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Figure 11.2:
11.2.1 Move person to current view
This person is part of navigation function. The button moves the person to the present
view of a map and the user can observe the geo-mind-map and continue exploring or use
one of the link and jump to another location.
11.2.2 Location on Click
Description
This is an optional function, which shows precise location of a mouse click.
Activated
Click on a map brings a window with coordinates. The coordinates are formated in a
string, which can be drag and dropped to any application supporting text strings. It is
a direct assignment of location to a data structure.
Deactivated
Mouse click on a map has no function.
11.2.3 Update Person Loc
Description
This function is effective when person is moved. It changes the location in the model
as soon as the person is released back on the digital map.
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Figure 11.3:
Activated
Updates location of a person in data structure.
Deactivated
The person can be moved freely on a map and after refresh of a page, it starts at the
initial location stored in the model.
11.2.4 Zoom to extent on open
Description
This function is triggered by a click on a relation in abstract space or on the pin on
digital map. Consequently the view covers all referenced object on a map.
Activated
Moves view of a map to fit all objects from the opened page.
Deactivated
Keeps the current map view.
11.2.5 Functions (combo-box)
Figure 11.4:
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Open
Triggered by a click on the following object types:
• person
• page
• pin
It open the related text file in an editor and content can be edited.
Select
Allows selection of objects and application of multiple edits.
DragPage
Allows repositioning of a page on a map and on release, the changed location is updated
in data structure.
CreatePage
Requires a parent page to be selected and consequent click brings a window, which allows
definition of a label on a created branch.
DragPerson
Allows repositioning of a person object with all attached data to a new location. It has
an extended functionality defining ways, how to store the location in data structure.
FollowLine
This function allows jumps from one end of a line to the other side of it (linking objects
in abstract and physical spaces).
11.3 Thesis Geo-Mind-Map
The thesis itself is also part of the hypertext, which is additionally converted to a sin-
gle file used as an input to LaTeX – A document preparation system. The hypertext
simply allows organization of literature and linking pieces of information easily and the
possibility of a visual observation makes it even more useful (Figure 11.5).
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Figure 11.5: Thesis structured by hypertext and spatially organized by geo-mind-map.
11.4 code for Controller
#!/ usr / bin /env python
# −∗− coding : utf−8 −∗−
import sys
# a l l ows subprocess , but i t t e rminates the code
import os
# used in a c a l l with expected cont inuat i on o f a code
#import subproces s
import u r l l i b 2
from os import l i s t d i r , sep
from os . path import i s d i r , i s f i l e
import simplekml
from datet ime import datet ime
from PIL import Image
#hostname=”http : / / 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 3 4 : 8 8 8 8 ”
hostname=”/home/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig”
program = ’ zim ’
p ro to co l = ’ zim : / / ’
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# %n f o r the notebook l o c a t i o n ( f i l e or f o l d e r )
no t ebook lo ca t i on = ”/home/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig”
k m l f i l e = ”mindmaps/”
#l o c a t i o n s = [ ] # array o f l o c a t i o n s −−> d i c t o f l o c a t i o n=value , type=value
and t i t l e=value
geo l o c = ” @geoloc : ” # extra p lug in
r e l l o c = ” @re l l o c : ” # extra p lug in
# temporal v a r i a l b e s f o r r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n s and r e l l a t i o n s ( de f ined due to
i n c r e a s e o f performance )
r e l l o c s = {}
r o t a t i o n s = {}
###########
# Methods #
###########
# get s the f i r s t l i n e matching the pattern from a f i l e
de f e x t r a c t l i n e w i t h ( match = None , abs path = None ) :
l i n e c o n t e n t = None
i f i s f i l e ( abs path ) :
f o r l i n e in open ( abs path ) :
i f match in l i n e :
l i n e c o n t e n t = l i n e
re turn l i n e c o n t e n t
# reads the f i l e , which conta in s ZIM−Wiki notebook
de f get notebook name ( not ebook lo ca t i on ) :
notebook zim = ” notebook . zim”
abs path = os . path . j o i n ( notebook locat ion , notebook zim )
l i n e = e x t r a c t l i n e w i t h (”name=”, abs path )
name = l i n e . s p l i t (”=”) [ 1 ] . s t r i p ( )
re turn name
# reads a cur rent page opened in ZIM−Wiki
de f g e t c u r r e n t p a g e ( no t ebook lo ca t i on ) :
s t a t e c o n f = ” . zim/ s t a t e . conf ”
abs path = os . path . j o i n ( notebook locat ion , s t a t e c o n f )
h i s t o r y = e x t r a c t l i n e w i t h (” l i s t =”, abs path ) . s t r i p ( )
p a g e s l i s t = h i s t o r y . r e p l a c e (” l i s t =”, ””) . r e p l a c e (” ] , [ ” , ”#”) [ 2 : −2 ] . s p l i t
(”#”)
re turn p a g e s l i s t [ −1 ] . s p l i t ( ” , ” ) [ 0 ] [ 1 : − 1 ]
# r e c u r s i v e method look ing f o r pages and ex t ra c ing in fo rmat ion
de f ge t pages by path ( d i r ) :
pages = [ ]
# i n i t i a l ( root o f the mindmap) −−> l ook ing f o r a page from a derec to ry
path
root page = d i r +”. txt ”
namespace = get namespace from ( root page )
pagename = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) [−1]
l o c a t i o n s = e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n s f r o m ( open ( root page ) . r e a d l i n e s ( ) )
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pages . append ({” pagename ” : pagename , ”namespace ” : namespace , ’ l o c a t i o n s ’ :
l o c a t i o n s })
# other subpages
p r i n t d i r [ 0 : d i r . r f i n d ( os . sep ) ]
f o r dirname , dirnames , f i l enames in os . walk ( d i r ) :
f o r f i l ename in f i l enames :
i f f i l ename . endswith ( ” . txt ”) :
path = os . path . j o i n ( dirname , f i l ename )
namespace = get namespace from ( path )
pagename = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) [ −1 ] . r e p l a c e (” ” , ” ”)
p a g e l i n e s = open ( path ) . r e a d l i n e s ( )
l o c a t i o n s = e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n s f r o m ( p a g e l i n e s )
# c r e a t e a l i s t o f l o c a t i o n s f o r r e l l o c ( needed due to
incrementat ion o f p i x e l s )
f o r l o c a t i o n in l o c a t i o n s :
p r i n t l o c a t i o n
i f l o c a t i o n [ ’ type ’ ] == r e l l o c :
r e l l o c s [ namespace ] = l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ]
pages . append ({” pagename ” : pagename , ”path ” : path [ : −4 ] , ”namespace ” :
namespace , ’ l o c a t i o n s ’ : l o c a t i o n s })
re turn pages
# return namespace used by ZIM−Wiki
de f get namespace from ( path ) :
i f path . endswith ( ” . txt ”) :
path = path [ : −4 ]
re turn path . r e p l a c e ( notebook locat ion , ” ” ) . r e p l a c e ( ” / ” , ” : ” ) [ 1 : ]
# used f o r l i n e (many o f them on a page )
de f e x t r a c t a t t r i b u t e s f r o m ( l i n e ) :
a t t r i b u t e = { ’ thumbnai l he ight ’ : None , ’ thumbnail width ’ : None , ’
thumbna i l r e l path ’ : ” ” , ’ page co lo r ’ : ’ ’ , ’ jump branch ’ : False ,}
i f ”{{” in l i n e and ”}}” in l i n e and (” jpg ” in l i n e or ”png” in l i n e or
” jpeg ” in l i n e ) :
va lue s = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d (”{{”) +2: l i n e . f i n d (”}}”) ] . s p l i t (”?”)
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnai l r e l path ’ ] = va lue s [ 0 ] [ 1 : ]
i f l en ( va lue s ) == 2 :
i f ”&” in va lue s [ 1 ] : va lue s [ 1 ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”&”) [ 1 ]
i f ” he ight ” in va lue s [ 1 ] :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnai l he ight ’ ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”=”) [ 1 ]
i f ”width” in va lue s [ 1 ] :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnail width ’ ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”=”) [ 1 ]
i f ” c o l o r : ” in l i n e :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ page co lo r ’ ] = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d (” @color : ” ) +7: l i n e . f i n d (” ” ,
l i n e . f i n d (” @color : ” ) +7) ] . s t r i p ( )
i f l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ∗ ] jump branch ”) or l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ∗ ] jump branch
”) :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ jump branch ’ ] = True
return a t t r i b u t e
# used f o r page ( once per page )
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de f e x t r a c t a t t r i b u t e s f r o m p a g e ( l i n e s ) :
a t t r i b u t e = { ’ thumbnai l he ight ’ : None , ’ thumbnail width ’ : None , ’
thumbna i l r e l path ’ : ” ” , ’ page co lo r ’ : ’ ’ , ’ jump branch ’ : False ,}
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
i f not ” @geoloc ” in l i n e and ”{{” in l i n e and ”}}” in l i n e and (” jpg ”
in l i n e or ”png” in l i n e or ” jpeg ” in l i n e ) :
#p r i n t ” p i c t u r e ! ! ! ”
va lue s = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d (”{{”) +2: l i n e . f i n d (”}}”) ] . s p l i t (”?”)
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnai l r e l path ’ ] = va lue s [ 0 ] [ 1 : ]
i f l en ( va lue s ) == 2 :
i f ”&” in va lue s [ 1 ] : va lue s [ 1 ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”&”) [ 1 ]
i f ” he ight ” in va lue s [ 1 ] :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnai l he ight ’ ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”=”) [ 1 ]
i f ”width” in va lue s [ 1 ] :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ thumbnail width ’ ] = va lue s [ 1 ] . s p l i t (”=”) [ 1 ]
i f ” c o l o r : ” in l i n e :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ page co lo r ’ ] = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d (” @color : ” ) +7: l i n e . f i n d (” ” ,
l i n e . f i n d (” @color : ” ) +7) ] . s t r i p ( )
i f l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ∗ ] jump branch ”) or l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” [ ∗ ]
jump branch ”) :
a t t r i b u t e [ ’ jump branch ’ ] = True
return a t t r i b u t e
# input l i n e s with l o c a t i o n s
# tup l e with l o c a t i o n type and value
de f e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n s f r o m ( l i n e s ) :
hasRe l l oc = False
l o c a t i o n s = [ ]
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
l o c a t i o n = {}
a t t r i b u t e s = e x t r a c t a t t r i b u t e s f r o m ( l i n e )
i f ” Locat ion : ” in l i n e :
# e x c e p t i o n a l case (” Locat ion : ” sho ld not be nece s sa ry ) s i n c e i t
cor responds to geo l o c
l o c a t i o n [ ’ type ’ ] = ” Locat ion : ”
l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] = e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n ( l i n e , ” Locat ion : ” )
i f not i s v a l i d l o c a t i o n ( l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] ) : l o c a t i o n = {}
e l i f g eo l o c in l i n e :
l o c a t i o n [ ’ type ’ ] = geo l o c
l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] = e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n ( l i n e , g eo l o c )
l o c a t i o n [ ’ t i t l e ’ ] = extract name from ( l i n e )
i f a t t r i b u t e s [ ’ thumbna i l r e l path ’ ] != ”” :
l o c a t i o n [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] = a t t r i b u t e s
i f not i s v a l i d l o c a t i o n ( l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] ) : l o c a t i o n = {}
e l i f l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( r e l l o c ) and not hasRe l l oc :
l o c a t i o n [ ’ type ’ ] = r e l l o c
l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] = e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n ( l i n e , r e l l o c )
i f a t t r i b u t e s [ ’ thumbna i l r e l path ’ ] != ”” :
# image i s not on the same l i n e with a l i n k
l o c a t i o n [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] = a t t r i b u t e s
e l s e :
# t r i e s to get an image from page with not geotag extens i on @geoloc
:
l o c a t i o n [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] = e x t r a c t a t t r i b u t e s f r o m p a g e ( l i n e s )
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i f not i s v a l i d r e l l o c ( l o c a t i o n [ ’ loc ’ ] ) : l o c a t i o n = {}
hasRe l l oc = True
i f l o c a t i o n :
l o c a t i o n s . append ( l o c a t i o n )
re turn l o c a t i o n s
# e x t r a c t s l o c a t i o n from a l i n e ( accord ing to the type )
de f e x t r a c t l o c a t i o n ( l i n e , l o c t y p e ) :
# TODO make a r e g u l a r e x p r e s s s i o n
l i n e . r e p l a c e (” ” , ””) # al low spaces in between type o f r e f e r e n c e and
vlaue
g e o l o c s t a r t i n d e x = l i n e . f i n d ( l o c t y p e )
l o c = l i n e [ g e o l o c s t a r t i n d e x+len ( l o c t y p e ) : ] . s t r i p ( )
i f l o c . count (” , ” ) == 1 :
i f l o c t y p e == ” @geoloc : ” or l o c t y p e == ” Locat ion : ” :
l o c += ” ,0 .0”
e l s e :
l o c += ” ,0”
re turn l o c
# name o f the l a b e l used f o r geog raph i ca l l o c a t i o n
de f extract name from ( l i n e ) :
name = ””
i f l i n e :
# i f the geo l o c i s i n s i d e a l i n k tag
i f ” [ [”+ geo l o c in l i n e :
i n d e x g e o l o c = l i n e . f i n d (” [ [ ”+ geo l o c )
i n d e x s t a r t = l i n e . f i n d ( ” | ” , i n d e x g e o l o c )+1
index end = l i n e . f i n d ( ” ] ] ” )
name = l i n e [ i n d e x s t a r t : index end ]
# geo loc i s on the end o f a l i n e
e l s e :
# separa te geo l o c from the r e s t o f a l i n e
l i n e = l i n e [ 0 : l i n e . f i n d (”@”) ]
i f ” |” in l i n e :
# the | should be e l im inated
i n d e x s t a r t = l i n e . f i n d ( ” | ” )+1
index end = l i n e . f i n d ( ” ] ] ” )
name = l i n e [ i n d e x s t a r t : index end ]
e l i f ” ] ] ” in l i n e :
# the | should be e l im inated
index = l i n e . f i n d ( ” ] ] ” ) +2
name = l i n e [ index : ]
e l i f ”}}” in l i n e :
# the | should be e l im inated
index = l i n e . f i n d (”}}”)+2
name = l i n e [ index : ]
e l s e :
name = l i n e
re turn name . s t r i p ( )
# ob j e c t page could inc lude a l l mothods i n c l u d i n g t h i s one
de f g e t a b s l o c a t i o n i n p i x e l s f r o m r o o t ( namespace ) :
current namespace = get current namespace ( )
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# i t e r a t e through the f o l l o w i n g namespaces
pagenames = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) [ 0 : ] # exc lude a root page
namespaces = [ ]
index = len ( pagenames )
whi l e index >= 0 :
namespaces . append ( ” : ” . j o i n ( pagenames [ 0 : index ] ) )
index −= 1
# i n i t i a l l o c a t i o n s i s 0 ,0 ,0
x , y , z = (0 , 0 , 0 )
x inc , y inc , z i n c = (0 , 0 , 0 )
f o r namespace in namespaces :
i f r e l l o c s . has key ( namespace ) :
l o c a t i o n s = r e l l o c s [ namespace ]
x inc , y inc , z i n c = l o c a t i o n s . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
x = x + i n t ( x i n c )
y = y + i n t ( y i n c )
z = z + i n t ( z i n c )
re turn (x , y , z )
# func t i on g e t t i n g p r o po r t i o na l dimensions o f an image
de f g e t r e s c a l e d i m a g e ( path , h , w) :
de fau l t w = 100
d e f a u l t h = 100
img = Image . open ( path )
width , he ight = img . s i z e
p r i n t ”\ t”%(width , he ight )
p r i n t img . s i z e
s c a l e = max( f l o a t ( he ight ) / f l o a t ( width ) , f l o a t ( width ) / f l o a t ( he ight ) )
i f not h and w:
h = i n t ( i n t (w) ∗ s c a l e )
p r i n t ”h”
i f not w and h :
w = i n t ( i n t (h) ∗ s c a l e )
p r i n t ”w”
i f ( he ight > d e f a u l t h ) or ( width > de fau l t w ) :
p r i n t ”wh”
img . thumbnail ( ( de fau l t w , d e f a u l t h ) )
w, h = img . s i z e
e l s e :
w = width
h = he ight
re turn ( i n t (w) , i n t (h) )
# method conver t ing geotagged pages ( d i c t i o n a r y ) to po in t s ( s to r ed as a KML
f i l e )
de f convert to KML ( pages ) :
kml = simplekml . Kml( )
notebook = get notebook name ( not ebook lo ca t i on )
ignore basenames = [ ]
page = root = pages [ 0 ]
#p r in t root
p r i n t l en ( page [ ’ l o c a t i o n s ’ ] )
i f l en ( pages ) == 1 and l en ( page [ ’ l o c a t i o n s ’ ] ) == 0 :
p r i n t ”no page with l o c a t i o n ”
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pagename = page [ ’ pagename ’ ]
namespace = page [ ’ namespace ’ ]
re l namespace = namespace . r e p l a c e ( get current namespace ( ) , ””) . s t r i p ( )
data = simplekml . ExtendedData ( )
data . newdata (” namespace ” , namespace )
data . newdata (” mindspace ” , re l namespace )
data . newdata (” type ” , ” Locat ion : ” )
# pass empty s t r i n g ( temporal s o l u t i o n ) −−> should be in p i x e l s and i t
i s s t i l l in ” lon , l a t , lan ”
data . newdata (” l o c ” , ”0 ,0 ,0”)
f u l l p a t h = ”@” % ( notebook , namespace )
po int = kml . newpoint ( )
po int . name = pagename
point . d e s c r i p t i o n=re l namespace
po int . extendeddata=data
po int . atomlink=f u l l p a t h
po int . coords =[ (0 ,0 ,0 ) ]
e l s e :
p r i n t ”number o f pages : %i ” % len ( pages )
f o r page in pages :
sk ip = False
f o r va lue s in page [ ’ l o c a t i o n s ’ ] :
i f sk ip :
p r i n t ”\ t sk ipped namespace : ” % namespace
cont inue
i f ( va lue s [ ’ type ’ ] == ” Locat ion : ” and page != root ) or \
( va lue s [ ’ type ’ ] == r e l l o c and page == root ) :
cont inue
# namespace i d e n t i f i e s unique page ( need f o r ”#” as a s epara to r o f
a t a r g e t l i n e )
pagename = page [ ’ pagename ’ ]
namespace = page [ ’ namespace ’ ]
po int = kml . newpoint ( )
# preparat i on f o r l i n e s in KML f i l e
#l i n e = kml . n e w l i n e s t r i n g ( )
namespace sp l i t = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” )
l e v e l s = get current namespace ( ) . count ( ” : ” )+1
# sk ip c e r t a i n branches and sub branches
f o r ignore basename in ignore basenames :
i f namespace . s t a r t s w i t h ( ignore basename ) :
sk ip = True
p r in t ” i gnore basename : ” % ignore basename
break
e l s e :
sk ip = False
re l namespace = ” :”+” :” . j o i n ( namespace sp l i t [ l e v e l s : ] )
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r e l namespace parent = ” :”+” :” . j o i n ( namespace sp l i t [ l e v e l s : ] )
data = simplekml . ExtendedData ( )
lon , l a t , a l t = va lue s [ ’ loc ’ ] . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
i f va lue s [ ’ type ’ ] == r e l l o c and not namespace == get namespace from
( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t ) :
# r e c a l c u l a t e p i x e l s from root
lon , l a t , a l t = (0 , 0 , 0 )
x , y , z = g e t a b s l o c a t i o n i n p i x e l s f r o m r o o t ( namespace )
va lue s [ ’ loc ’ ] = ”%i ,% i ,% i ” % (x , y , z )
# t h i s has to be r e con s id e r e d ( t i t l e i d e n t i f i e s @geoloc ) ! ! !
i f va lue s . has key ( ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ) :
# marks branches , which should be skipped
i f va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] . has key ( ’ jump branch ’ ) or sk ip :
i f va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ jump branch ’ ] == True :
ignore basenames . append ( namespace )
p r i n t ”append to ignore basenames : ” % namespace
cont inue
i f va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] . has key ( ’ page co lo r ’ ) :
p ag e c o l o r = va lues [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ page co lo r ’ ]
p r i n t p ag e c o l o r
data . newdata (” pa g e c o l o r ” , p ag e c o l o r )
p r i n t va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbnai l r e l path ’ ]
i f va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbnai l r e l path ’ ] != ”” and ” . . / ” not
in va lue s [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbna i l r e l path ’ ] :
thumbnail path = os . path . normpath ( page [ ’ path ’ ]+ va lue s [ ’
a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbnai l r e l path ’ ] )
thumbnai l he ight = va lues [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbnai l he ight ’ ]
thumbnail width = va lues [ ’ a t t r i b u t e s ’ ] [ ’ thumbnail width ’ ]
thumbnail width , thumbnai l he ight = g e t r e s c a l e d i m a g e (
thumbnail path , thumbnai l he ight , thumbnail width )
data . newdata (” thumbnail width ” , thumbnail width )
data . newdata (” thumbnai l he ight ” , thumbnai l he ight )
data . newdata (” thumbnail path ” , thumbnail path . r e p l a c e (”/home/
nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig ” , hostname ) )
po int . s t y l e . i c o n s t y l e . i con . h r e f = thumbnail path . r e p l a c e (”/home
/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig ” , hostname )
po int . s t y l e . i c o n s t y l e . i con . gxw = thumbnail width
po int . s t y l e . i c o n s t y l e . i con . gxh = thumbnai l he ight
i f va lue s . has key ( ’ type ’ ) and va lue s [ ’ type ’ ] == geo loc :
namespace = ”” % ( namespace )
re l namespace = ”” % ( re l namespace )
i f va lue s . has key ( ’ t i t l e ’ ) :
pagename = va lues [ ’ t i t l e ’ ] . decode (” utf −8”)
# t i t l e r e q u i r e s to be transformed to ASCII c h a r a c t e r s
t i t l e = pagename
pr in t t i t l e
namespace = ”#” % ( namespace , t i t l e )
re l namespace = ” :” % ( re l namespace , t i t l e )
data . newdata (” namespace ” , namespace )
data . newdata (” mindspace ” , re l namespace )
data . newdata (” mindspace parent ” , r e l namespace parent )
data . newdata (” type ” , va lue s [ ’ type ’ ] )
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# pass empty s t r i n g ( temporal s o l u t i o n ) −−> should be in p i x e l s and
i t i s s t i l l in ” lon , l a t , lan ”
data . newdata (” l o c ” , va lue s [ ’ loc ’ ] )
f u l l p a t h = ”@” % ( notebook , namespace )
po int . name = pagename
point . d e s c r i p t i o n=re l namespace
po int . extendeddata=data
po int . atomlink=f u l l p a t h
po int . coords =[( lon , l a t , a l t ) ]
#l i n e . name = pagename
#l i n e d a t a = simplekml . ExtendedData ( )
#l i n e d a t a . newdata (” type ” , ” r e l a t i o n ”)
#l i n e . extendeddata=l i n e d a t a
#l i n e . coords = [ ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) , ( lon , l a t , a l t ) ]
kml . save ( os . path . j o i n ( notebook locat ion , k m l f i l e +”o b j e c t s . kml ”) )
# conver s i on o f namespace to abso lu t e path
de f c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace ) :
r e l p a t h = namespace . r e p l a c e ( ’ : ’ , ” / ” ) + ’. txt ’
r e l p a t h = r e l p a t h . r e p l a c e (” ” , ” ”)
abs path = os . path . j o i n ( notebook locat ion , r e l p a t h )
re turn abs path
de f get current namespace ( ) :
r e turn p a g e s p a t h s t a r t . r e p l a c e ( no t ebook lo ca t i on+sep , ””) . r e p l a c e ( sep ,
” : ” )
# c r e a t i o n o f a new page with metadata
de f c r e a t e p a g e b a s i c ( path , t i t l e ) :
now = datet ime . now ( )
header = ””” Content−Type : t ex t /x−zim−wik i
Wiki−Format : zim 0 .4
Creation−Date : \n\n””” % (now . i so fo rmat ( ) )
t i t l e = ”====== ======\n” % t i t l e
page = open ( path , ”w”)
page . wr i t e ( header )
page . wr i t e ( t i t l e )
page . c l o s e ( )
# c r e a t e page with r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n ” @re l l o c : ”
de f c r e a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( namespace , r e l l o c ) :
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
t i t l e = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) [−1]
d i r = os . path . dirname ( path )
i f not os . path . e x i s t s ( d i r ) :
#p r i n t ”path r e l l o c c rea ted ”+ os . path . dirname ( path )
os . makedirs ( os . path . dirname ( path ) )
i f not i s f i l e ( path ) :
c r e a t e p a g e b a s i c ( path , t i t l e )
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page = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = page . r e a d l i n e s ( )
page . c l o s e ( )
l i n e s . i n s e r t (5 , ” @re l l o c :”+ r e l l o c +”\n”)
p r i n t l i n e s
page = open ( path , ”w”)
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
page . wr i t e ( l i n e )
page . c l o s e ( )
# c r e a t e page with Locat ion l o c a t i o n ” Locat ion : ”
de f c r e a t e p a g e l o c a t i o n ( namespace , l o c a t i o n ) :
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
t i t l e = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) [−1]
d i r = os . path . dirname ( path )
i f not os . path . e x i s t s ( d i r ) :
#p r i n t ”path l o c a t i o n created ”+ os . path . dirname ( path )
os . makedirs ( os . path . dirname ( path ) )
i f not i s f i l e ( path ) :
c r e a t e p a g e b a s i c ( path , t i t l e )
page = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = page . r e a d l i n e s ( )
page . c l o s e ( )
l i n e s . i n s e r t (3 , ” Locat ion : ”+l o c a t i o n +”\n”)
page = open ( path , ”w”)
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
page . wr i t e ( l i n e )
page . c l o s e ( )
# re tu rn s a l i n e number conta in ing l o c a t i o n de f ined by namespace
de f g e t l o c a t i o n l i n e n r ( namespace ) :
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
re turn g e t l o c a t i o n l i n e n r f r o m ( path )
# re tu rn s a l i n e number conta in ing l o c a t i o n de f ined by path
de f g e t l o c a t i o n l i n e n r f r o m ( path ) :
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = p a g e f i l e . r e a d l i n e s ( )
l i n e n r = −1
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
i f l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h (” Locat ion : ” ) :
index = l i n e s . index ( l i n e )
l i n e n r = index
break
return l i n e n r
# re tu rn s a l i n e number conta in ing de f ined namespace and pattern
de f g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r ( namespace , pattern ) :
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
re turn g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r f r o m ( path , pattern )
# re tu rn s a l i n e number conta in ing de f ined path and pattern
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de f g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r f r o m ( path , pattern ) :
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = p a g e f i l e . r e a d l i n e s ( )
l i n e n r = −1
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
i f l i n e . s t a r t s w i t h ( pattern ) :
index = l i n e s . index ( l i n e )
l i n e n r = index
break
return l i n e n r
# re tu rn s a l l l i n e s from a f i l e conta in ing de f ined pattern by namespace
de f g e t l i n e s b y t e x t ( namespace , pattern ) :
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
l i n e s = [ ]
f o r l i n e in open ( path ) :
i f pattern in l i n e :
l i n e s . append ( l i n e . s t r i p ( ) )
re turn l i n e s
# return x , y , z coo rd ina t e s
de f g e t x y z c o o r d i n a t e s ( l i n e ) :
xyz = l i n e . s p l i t ( r e l l o c ) [ 1 ]
i f xyz . count (” , ” ) == 1 :
xyz += ” ,0”
x , y , z = xyz . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
re turn i n t ( x ) , i n t ( y ) , i n t ( z )
# moves page by p i x e l s i n c r ementa l l y r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n
de f move by pixe l s ( namespace , xyz ) :
x inc , y inc , z i n c = xyz . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
x i n c = i n t ( x i n c )
y i n c = i n t ( y i n c )
z i n c = i n t ( z i n c )
namespace = namespace . s p l i t (”#”) [ 0 ]
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = p a g e f i l e . r e a d l i n e s ( )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
index = g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r ( namespace , r e l l o c )
#p r in t index
i f index > −1:
x , y , z = g e t x y z c o o r d i n a t e s ( l i n e s [ index ] )
l i n e s [ index ] = ”%i ,% i ,% i \n” % ( r e l l o c , x+x inc , y+y inc , z+z i n c )
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ”w”)
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
p a g e f i l e . wr i t e ( l i n e )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
# updates r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n o f a page de f i end by a namespace and
coo rd ina t e s
de f u p d a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( namespace , r e l l o c ) :
namespace = namespace . s p l i t (”#”)
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace [ 0 ] )
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p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = p a g e f i l e . r e a d l i n e s ( )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
i f l en ( namespace ) > 1 :
index = g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r ( namespace [ 1 ] , namespace [ 1 ] )
e l s e :
index = g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r ( namespace [ 0 ] , ” @re l l o c : ” )
#p r in t index
i f index > −1:
l i n e s [ index ] = ” @re l l o c :”+ r e l l o c +”\n”
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ”w”)
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
p a g e f i l e . wr i t e ( l i n e )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
e l s e :
c r e a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( namespace [ 0 ] , r e l l o c )
# t h i s func t i on i s not a c t i v e
# updates r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n o f a page de f i end by a namespace and
coo rd ina t e s
de f updat e page l o ca t i on ( namespace , l o c a t i o n ) :
namespace = namespace . s p l i t (”#”)
path = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace [ 0 ] )
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ” r ”)
l i n e s = p a g e f i l e . r e a d l i n e s ( )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
i f l en ( namespace ) == 2 :
index = g e t p a t t e r n l i n e n r ( namespace , namespace [ 1 ] )
e l s e :
index = g e t l o c a t i o n l i n e n r ( namespace [ 0 ] )
#p r in t index
i f index > −1:
l i n e s [ index ] = ” Locat ion : ”+l o c a t i o n +”\n”
p a g e f i l e = open ( path , ”w”)
f o r l i n e in l i n e s :
p a g e f i l e . wr i t e ( l i n e )
p a g e f i l e . c l o s e ( )
e l s e :
c r e a t e p a g e l o c a t i o n ( namespace [ 0 ] , l o c a t i o n )
# v a l i d a t i o n o f r e l l a t i v e l o c a t i o n
de f i s v a l i d r e l l o c ( r e l l o c ) :
c oo rd ina t e s = r e l l o c . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
coord = {}
t ry :
coord [ ’ x ’ ] = i n t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 0 ] )
coord [ ’ y ’ ] = i n t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 1 ] )
i f l en ( coo rd ina t e s ) == 3 :
coord [ ’ z ’ ] = i n t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 2 ] )
r e turn True
except ( ValueError , IndexError ) :
r e turn Fal se
# v a l i d a t i o n o f g eog raph i ca l l o c a t i o n
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de f i s v a l i d l o c a t i o n ( l o c a t i o n ) :
c oo rd ina t e s = l o c a t i o n . s p l i t ( ” , ” )
coord = {}
t ry :
coord [ ’ lon ’ ] = f l o a t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 0 ] )
coord [ ’ l a t ’ ] = f l o a t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 1 ] )
i f l en ( coo rd ina t e s ) == 3 :
coord [ ’ a l t ’ ] = f l o a t ( coo rd ina t e s [ 2 ] )
r e turn True
except ( ValueError , IndexError ) :
r e turn Fal se
# pars ing o f va lue s passed from view ( by the customized zim :// p ro to co l )
de f p a r s e v a l u e s (u) :
r e turn d i c t (p . s p l i t ( ’= ’) f o r p in u . s p l i t ( ’& ’) ) or {}
# i n i t i a t e v a r i a b l e s
notebook , namespace , opt ions = (None , None , {})
# d e f i n i t i o n o f a page with l i s t e d geo−mind−maps
namespace = u”mindmaps”
l i n e = g e t l i n e s b y t e x t ( namespace , ” [ ∗ ] [ [ ” ) [ 0 ]
mm namespace = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d ( ” [ [ ” ) +2: l en ( l i n e )−2]
# p o s s i b l e c o r r e c t i n o o f a l i n k ( namespace )
i f not mm namespace . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” : ” ) :
mm namespace = ” :” % mm namespace
namespace = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( mm namespace ) . r e p l a c e ( ” . txt ” , ””)
p a g e s p a t h s t a r t = u”” % ( notebook locat ion , namespace )
p r i n t p a g e s p a t h s t a r t +”\n\n”
# in case that the re i s no parameter passed to t h i s c o n t r o l l e r ( i t i s
u t i l i z i n g the above d e f i n i t i o n )
i f l en ( sys . argv ) == 1 :
# e x t r a c t s pages ( f i l e s )
pages = get pages by path ( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t )
# gene ra t e s the KML f i l e
convert to KML ( pages )
# t h i s i s f o r i n i t i a t i o n from ZIM (mindmaps can be con f i gu r ed through l i n k s
in a ZIM page )
e l i f l en ( sys . argv ) == 5 :
p r i n t ” executed from ZIM”
f o r i in range (1 , l en ( sys . argv ) , 2) :
i f sys . argv [ i ] == ” notebook ” :
no t ebook lo ca t i on = u””+sys . argv [ i +1]
i f sys . argv [ i ] == ”namespace ” :
namespace = u””+sys . argv [ i +1]
l i n e = g e t l i n e s b y t e x t ( namespace , ” [ ∗ ] [ [ ” ) [ 0 ]
mm namespace = l i n e [ l i n e . f i n d ( ” [ [ ” ) +2: l en ( l i n e )−2]
i f not mm namespace . s t a r t s w i t h ( ” : ” ) :
mm namespace = ” :” % mm namespace
namespace = c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( mm namespace ) . r e p l a c e ( ” . txt ” , ””)
p a g e s p a t h s t a r t = u”” % ( notebook locat ion , namespace )
pages = get pages by path ( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t )
convert to KML ( pages )
e l s e :
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args = u r l l i b 2 . unquote ( sys . argv [ 1 ] ) . r e p l a c e ( protoco l , ””)
# in a case o f no namespace ( cu r en t l y opened page )
i f a rgs . count (”@”) == 1 and args . count (”?”) == 1 :
main , opt ions = args . s p l i t ( ’ ? ’ )
notebook , namespace = main . s p l i t ( ’@’ )
opt ions = p a r s e v a l u e s ( opt ions )
e l i f a rgs . count (”@”) == 1 :
notebook , namespace = args . s p l i t ( ’@’ )
p r i n t ” notebook : ”%notebook lo ca t i on
p r in t ”namespace : ”%namespace
p r i n t args
# c r e a t e more complex l o g i c ( c reate , update , d e l e t e )
i f opt ions . has key ( ’ p ixe l inc r ement ’ ) :
move by pixe l s ( namespace , opt ions [ ’ p ixe l inc r ement ’ ] )
pages = get pages by path ( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t )
convert to KML ( pages )
i f opt ions . has key ( ’ r e l l o c ’ ) :
r e l l o c v a l u e = opt ions [ ’ r e l l o c ’ ]
i f namespace : # e x i s t s page i s looked up accord ing to the namespace and
l o c a i t o n updated
i f opt ions . has key ( ’ subpage ’ ) :
subpage = opt ions [ ’ subpage ’ ]
subpage namespace = u ” :” % ( namespace , subpage )
c r e a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( subpage namespace , r e l l o c v a l u e )
namespace = subpage namespace
e l s e :
u p d a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( namespace , r e l l o c v a l u e )
e l s e : # a s s i g n a new l o c a t i o n to opened page ( user should be promted in
the bro s e r )
namespace = g e t c u r r e n t p a g e ( no t ebook lo ca t i on )
i f e x t r a c t l i n e w i t h (” @re l l o c : ” , c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace ) )
:
# t h i s i s not an intended behaviour
# ( page should be moved by move func t i on
# i f i t has a s s i gned l o c a t i o n )
#update page l o ca t i on ( namespace , l o c a t i o n )
p r i n t ”update o f l o c a t i o n i s not intended ! ”
e l s e :
c r e a t e p a g e r e l l o c ( namespace , r e l l o c v a l u e )
# regene ra t e KML accord ing to the updated in fo rmat ion
pages = get pages by path ( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t )
convert to KML ( pages )
# outdated l o c a t i o n −−> has been rep laced by r e l l o c
i f opt ions . has key ( ’ l o ca t i on ’ ) and i s v a l i d l o c a t i o n ( opt ions [ ’ l o ca t i on ’ ] )
:
l o c a t i o n = opt ions [ ’ l o ca t i on ’ ]
i f namespace : # e x i s t s page i s looked up accord ing to the namespace and
l o c a i t o n updated
i f opt ions . has key ( ’ subpage ’ ) :
subpage = opt ions [ ’ subpage ’ ]
subpage namespace = u ” :” % ( namespace , subpage )
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# t h i s i s u s e f u l f o r p ins
c r e a t e p a g e l o c a t i o n ( subpage namespace , l o c a t i o n )
namespace = subpage namespace
e l s e :
updat e page l o ca t i on ( namespace , l o c a t i o n )
#update page geo loc ( namespace , l o c a t i o n )
e l s e : # a s s i g n a new l o c a t i o n to opened page ( user should be promted in
the bro s e r )
namespace = g e t c u r r e n t p a g e ( no t ebook lo ca t i on )
i f e x t r a c t l i n e w i t h (” Locat ion : ” , c o n v e r t t o a b s o l u t e p a t h ( namespace )
) :
# t h i s i s not an intended behaviour
# ( page should be moved by move func t i on
# i f i t has a s s i gned l o c a t i o n )
updat e page l o ca t i on ( namespace , l o c a t i o n )
p r i n t ”update o f l o c a t i o n i s not intended ! ”
e l s e :
c r e a t e p a g e l o c a t i o n ( namespace , l o c a t i o n )
# regene ra t e KML accord ing to the updated in fo rmat ion
pages = get pages by path ( p a g e s p a t h s t a r t )
convert to KML ( pages )
i f notebook and namespace :
p r i n t ” be f o r e execut ion ”
i f ”#” in namespace :
namespace = namespace . s p l i t (”#”) [ 0 ]
os . execvp ( program , [ ” zim ” , notebook , namespace . r e p l a c e (” ” ,” ”) ] )
11.5 code for View
var map ;
var persons ;
var pages ;
var r e l a t i o n s ;
var wikimapia ;
var p ins ;
var root ;
var p a n t o f e a t u r e ;
var mm scale = 1 ;
// a c c e s s i b l e v a r i a b l e a l s o used f o r debugging o f s e l e c t e d o b j e c t s
var s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s = [ ] ;
// d i c t o f page namespaces −−> improve o f speed during lookups
var pagemap = undef ined ;
var createPage = f a l s e ;
f unc t i on i n i t ( ) {
// var r e l a t i o n c o l o r = ” white ” ;
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var r e l a t i o n c o l o r = ” f u c h s i a ” ;
var opt ions = {
p r o j e c t i o n : new OpenLayers . P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:900913”) ,
d i s p l a y P r o j e c t i o n : new OpenLayers . P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”)
} ;
map = new OpenLayers .Map( ’map ’ , opt ions ) ;
var s t y l e = new OpenLayers . S ty l e (
// the f i r s t argument i s a base symbol i ze r
// a l l other symbo l i z e r s in r u l e s w i l l extend t h i s one
{
s t rokeCo lo r : r e l a t i o n c o l o r ,
strokeWidth : 10 ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeDashs ty l e : ” s o l i d ” ,
// f i l l O p a c i t y : 1 ,
pointRadius : 4 ,
graph ic : true ,
graphicName : ” square ” ,
l a b e l S e l e c t : true ,
s t r oke : true ,
strokeWidth : 1 5 ,
f o n t S i z e : 16 ,
fontCo lor : ” b lack ” ,
fontWeight : ”normal ” ,
cu r so r : ” po in t e r ”
} ,
// the second argument w i l l i n c lude a l l r u l e s
{
r u l e s : [
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// a r u l e conta in s an op t i ona l f i l t e r
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .EQUAL TO,
property : ”name” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : ” undef ined ”
}) ,
// i f a f e a t u r e matches the above f i l t e r , use t h i s symbol i ze r
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”” // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
}
}) ,
// used to change an order o f e lements ( r e l a t i o n s and pages )
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// a r u l e conta in s an op t i ona l f i l t e r
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .EQUAL TO,
property : ”name” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : undef ined
}) ,
// i f a f e a t u r e matches the above f i l t e r , use t h i s symbol i ze r
symbol i ze r : {
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l a b e l : ”” // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
}
}) ,
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// apply t h i s r u l e i f no o the r s apply
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .NOT EQUAL TO,
property : ” thumbnail path ” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : undef ined
}) ,
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”${name}” , // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
ang le : ”${ ang le }” ,
l abe lXOf f s e t : ”${ xOf f s e t }” ,
l abe lYOf f s e t : ”${ yOf f s e t }” ,
externa lGraphic : ”${ thumbnail path }” ,
graphicWidth : ”${ thumbnail width }” ,
graphicHeight : ”${ thumbnai l he ight }” ,
graphicOpacity : ”${ thumbnai l opac i ty }” ,
graphicZIndex : ”${ thumbnai l z index }” ,
fontCo lor : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }”
}
}) ,
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// apply t h i s r u l e i f no o the r s apply
e l s e F i l t e r : true ,
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”${name}” , // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
ang le : ”${ ang le }” ,
l abe lXOf f s e t : ”${ xOf f s e t }” ,
l abe lYOf f s e t : ”${ yOf f s e t }” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
fontCo lor : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : r e l a t i o n c o l o r
}
})
]
}
) ;
var sty le map = new OpenLayers . StyleMap ({
” d e f a u l t ” : s t y l e ,
” s e l e c t ” : {
strokeWidth : 4 ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” blue ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : r e l a t i o n c o l o r ,
f o n t S i z e : 15 ,
fontCo lor : ” blue ” ,
pointRadius : 8 ,
fontWeight : ” bold ” ,
graphicOpacity : 0 . 9 ,
}
}) ;
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var s t y l e p h y s r e f = new OpenLayers . StyleMap ({
” d e f a u l t ” : new OpenLayers . S ty l e ({
// s t rokeCo lo r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
strokeWidth : 2 ,
s t rokeDashs ty l e : ” s o l i d ” ,
f i l l O p a c i t y : 1 ,
pointRadius : 4 ,
graph ic : true ,
graphicName : ” x ” ,
l a b e l S e l e c t : true ,
l abe lYOf f s e t : 12 ,
f o n t S i z e : 16 ,
// fontCo lor : ” gray ” ,
fontCo lor : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
fontWeight : ”normal ” ,
cu r so r : ” po in t e r ”} ,
{
r u l e s : [
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// a r u l e conta in s an op t i ona l f i l t e r
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .EQUAL TO,
property : ”name” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : ” undef ined ”
}) ,
// i f a f e a t u r e matches the above f i l t e r , use t h i s symbol i ze r
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”” // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
}
}) ,
// used to change an order o f e lements ( r e l a t i o n s and pages )
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// a r u l e conta in s an op t i ona l f i l t e r
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .EQUAL TO,
property : ”name” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : undef ined
}) ,
// i f a f e a t u r e matches the above f i l t e r , use t h i s symbol i ze r
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ””
}
}) ,
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// apply t h i s r u l e i f no o the r s apply
f i l t e r : new OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison ({
type : OpenLayers . F i l t e r . Comparison .NOT EQUAL TO,
property : ” thumbnail path ” , // the ” foo ” f e a t u r e a t t r i b u t e
va lue : undef ined
}) ,
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”${name}” , // l a b e l w i l l be foo a t t r i b u t e va lue
ang le : ”${ ang le }” ,
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l abe lXOf f s e t : ”${ xOf f s e t }” ,
l abe lYOf f s e t : ”${ yOf f s e t }” ,
externa lGraphic : ”${ thumbnail path }” ,
graphicWidth : ”${ thumbnail width }” ,
graphicHeight : ”${ thumbnai l he ight }” ,
graphicOpacity : 0 . 2 ,
graphicZIndex : ”${ thumbnai l z index }” ,
graphicZIndex : 100
}
}) ,
new OpenLayers . Rule ({
// apply t h i s r u l e i f no o the r s app l i ed
e l s e F i l t e r : true ,
symbol i ze r : {
l a b e l : ”${name}”
}
})
]
}) ,
” s e l e c t ” : {
l a b e l : ”${name}” ,
strokeWidth : 5 ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : ” blue ” ,
f o n t S i z e : 16 ,
fontCo lor : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
pointRadius : 8 ,
fontWeight : ” bold ” ,
graphicZIndex : 300 ,
graphicOpacity : 0 . 9 ,
} ,
” s e l e c t r e d ” : {
l a b e l : ”${name}” ,
strokeWidth : 6 ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : ” red ” ,
f o n t S i z e : 16 ,
fontCo lor : ”${ p ag e c o l o r }” ,
pointRadius : 8 ,
fontWeight : ” bold ” ,
graphicZIndex : 300 ,
graphicOpacity : 0 . 9 ,
}
}) ;
f unc t i on extend maps (map1 , map2) {
var map = {} ;
f o r ( prop in map1) {
map [ prop ] = map1 [ prop ] ;
}
f o r ( prop in map2) {
map [ prop ] = map2 [ prop ] ;
}
re turn map ;
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}var mapnik = new OpenLayers . Layer .OSM(” OpenStreetMap ( Mapnik ) ”) ;
var blankmap = new OpenLayers . Layer (” Clear Background ” , {
maxResolution : mapnik . maxResolution ,
maxExtent : mapnik . maxExtent ,
un i t s : mapnik . uni ts ,
numZoomLevels : mapnik . numZoomLevels+5,
i sBaseLayer : t rue
}) ;
pages = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Pages ” ,
// OpenLayers . U t i l . extend ( l a y e r g e n e r a l o p t i o n s ,
{
r en de r e r s : [ ’MySVG’ ] ,
p r o j e c t i o n : map . d i sp l ayPro j e c t i on ,
s t r a t e g i e s : [ new OpenLayers . St rategy . Fixed ( ) ] ,
p r o to co l : new OpenLayers . Protoco l .HTTP({
u r l : ” . / o b j e c t s . kml ” ,
format : new OpenLayers . Format .KML({
e x t r a c t S t y l e s : f a l s e ,
e x t r a c t A t t r i b u t e s : t rue
})
}) ,
e v e n t L i s t e n e r s : {
” feature sadded ” : drawRelat ions
} ,
styleMap : style map ,
rendererOpt ions : { ’ alwaysInRange ’ : true ,}
// }) ) ;
}) ;
p ins = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Pins ” ,
// OpenLayers . U t i l . extend ( l a y e r g e n e r a l o p t i o n s ,
{
// extend the l a y e r opt ions
styleMap : s t y l e p h y s r e f ,
r endererOpt ions : { ’ zIndexing ’ : true ,
’ alwaysInRange ’ : true ,}
// }) ) ;
}) ;
persons = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Persons ” ,
// OpenLayers . U t i l . extend ( l a y e r g e n e r a l o p t i o n s ,
{
// extend the l a y e r opt ions
styleMap : new OpenLayers . StyleMap ({
” d e f a u l t ” : new OpenLayers . S ty l e ({
s t rokeCo lo r : ” gray ” ,
strokeWidth : 2 ,
s t rokeDashs ty l e : ” s o l i d ” ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” l ime ” ,
f i l l O p a c i t y : 1 ,
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pointRadius : 1 ,
graph ic : f a l s e ,
l a b e l S e l e c t : true ,
l abe lYOf f s e t : 24 ,
f o n t S i z e : 2 4 ,
fontCo lor : ” gray ” ,
fontWeight : ”normal ” ,
l a b e l : ”${name}” ,
graphicZIndex :300} )
}) ,
” s e l e c t ” : {
strokeWidth : 5 ,
f i l l C o l o r : ” gray ” ,
s t rokeCo lo r : ” blue ” ,
f o n t S i z e : 16 ,
fontCo lor : ” red ” ,
pointRadius : 8 ,
fontWeight : ” bold ” ,
graphicZIndex : 300 ,
} ,
r endererOpt ions : { ’ zIndexing ’ : true ,
’ alwaysInRange ’ : true ,}
// }) ) ;
}) ;
r e l a t i o n s = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Re lat ion ” ,
// extend maps ( l a y e r g e n e r a l o p t i o n s ,
{
// extend the l a y e r opt ions
styleMap : style map ,
’ alwaysInRange ’ : t rue
}
//)
) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Phys i ca l Re lat ion ” ,
// OpenLayers . U t i l . extend ( l a y e r g e n e r a l o p t i o n s ,
{
// extend the l a y e r opt ions
styleMap : s t y l e p h y s r e f ,
’ alwaysInRange ’ : t rue
// }) ) ;
}) ;
// i n t e g r a t i o n o f a d d i t i o n a l over lay , which br ing s o b j e c t s from wikimapia
. org
// API i s not c u r r e n t l y a v a i l a b l e
wikimapia = new OpenLayers . Layer . Vector (” Wikimapia ” , {
p r o j e c t i o n : map . d i sp l ayPro j e c t i on ,
s t r a t e g i e s : [ new OpenLayers . St rategy .BBOX( ) ] ,
p r o to co l : new OpenLayers . Protoco l .HTTP({
u r l : ” http :// api . wikimapia . org /? func t i on=box&key=5EDF2E0E−E8C6CC4B−4
A821D83−878CDD58−811CE2B7−2D55666A−B68B7B18−FBE01C92&format=kml&
count=50&bbox=”,
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format : new OpenLayers . Format .KML({
e x t r a c t S t y l e s : true ,
e x t r a c t A t t r i b u t e s : t rue
})
}) ,
// popup d e s c r i p t i o n on s e l e c t and open event
e v e n t L i s t e n e r s :{
’ f e a t u r e s e l e c t e d ’ : f unc t i on ( evt ) {
var f e a t u r e = evt . f e a t u r e ;
var popup = new OpenLayers . Popup . FramedCloud (” popup ” ,
OpenLayers . LonLat . f romStr ing ( f e a t u r e . geometry . components [ 1 ] .
t oShor tS t r ing ( ) ) ,
nu l l ,
”<div s t y l e =’ font−s i z e : . 8 em’>Name : ” + f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s .
d e s c r i p t i o n+”</div>”,
nu l l ,
t rue
) ;
// conso l e . l og (” l ogg ing . . . ” ) ;
f e a t u r e . popup = popup ;
map . addPopup ( popup ) ;
// conso l e . l og ( f e a t u r e ) ;
wikimapia . redraw ( ) ;
} ,
’ f e a t u r e u n s e l e c t e d ’ : f unc t i on ( evt ) {
var f e a t u r e = evt . f e a t u r e ;
map . removePopup ( f e a t u r e . popup ) ;
f e a t u r e . popup . des t roy ( ) ;
f e a t u r e . popup = n u l l ;
}
} ,
i sBaseLayer : f a l s e
}) ;
// I n t e g r a t i o n o f a l o c a l cache f o r read ing and wr i t i ng
// ( a v a i l a b l e map t i l e s when there i s no network connect ion )
// read and wr i t e map t i l e s
cacheWrite = new OpenLayers . Control . CacheWrite ({
autoAct ivate : true ,
imageFormat : ” image/ jpeg ” ,
e v e n t L i s t e n e r s : {
c a c h e f u l l : f unc t i on ( ) { s t a t u s . innerHTML = ”Cache f u l l . ” ; }
}
}) ;
map . addControl ( cacheWrite ) ;
cacheRead = new OpenLayers . Control . CacheRead ( ) ;
//map . addControl ( cacheRead ) ;
// h i s t o r y o f mavigation a v a i l a b l e through two i con s
nav = new OpenLayers . Control . Nav igat ionHis tory ( ) ;
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map . addControl ( nav ) ; // parent c o n t r o l must be added to the map
panel = new OpenLayers . Control . Panel (
{div : document . getElementById (” navHistory ”) }
) ;
panel . addControls ( [ nav . next , nav . prev ious ] ) ;
map . addControl ( panel ) ;
// when the OpenLayers i s not o n l i n e the goog l e l i b r a r y i s not pre sent
and can not be used
i f ( typeo f ( goog l e ) != ” undef ined ”) {
var gsat = new OpenLayers . Layer . Google (
”Google S a t e l l i t e ” ,
{ type : goog l e . maps . MapTypeId .SATELLITE, numZoomLevels : 22}
) ;
var gphy = new OpenLayers . Layer . Google (
”Google Phys i ca l ” ,
{ type : goog l e . maps . MapTypeId .TERRAIN}
) ;
var gmap = new OpenLayers . Layer . Google (
”Google S t r e e t s ” , // the d e f a u l t
{numZoomLevels : 20}
) ;
var ghyb = new OpenLayers . Layer . Google (
”Google Hybrid ” ,
{ type : goog l e . maps . MapTypeId .HYBRID, numZoomLevels : 20}
) ;
map . addLayers ( [ mapnik , wikimapia , gphy , gmap , ghyb , gsat , blankmap ,
p h y s r e l a t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s , pins , pages , persons ] ) ;
} e l s e {
map . addLayers ( [ mapnik , blankmap , p h y s r e l a t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s , pins , pages
, persons ] ) ;
}
/∗ ======= ∗/
/∗ OVERLAY ∗/
/∗ ======= ∗/
proj4326 = new OpenLayers . P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”) ;
bounds = new OpenLayers . Bounds ( ) ;
bounds . extend (new OpenLayers . LonLat (12 .140563726423283 ,55 .65366806825264)
) ;
bounds . extend (new OpenLayers . LonLat (12 .141599059103074 ,55 .65352279253447)
) ;
bounds . trans form ( proj4326 , map . ge tPro j e c t i onObjec t ( ) ) ;
f i r s t o v e r l a y = new OpenLayers . Layer . Image ( ’HOUSE 3 . 1 . 1 ’ ,
’/home/ nor f c ran /ACrEA/ notes /NINTeligANCE aBase orig/work/RUjo/IT/
l o c a t i o n s /BASIS/HUMBAS/ 03 . 1 . 2/ image 2011−11−01−142328.png ’ ,
bounds ,
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new OpenLayers . S i z e (1344 , 448) , {
’ i sBaseLayer ’ : f a l s e ,
’ alwaysInRange ’ : t rue
}) ;
map . addLayer ( f i r s t o v e r l a y ) ;
f i r s t o v e r l a y . setZIndex (150) ;
f i r s t o v e r l a y . setOpac i ty ( 0 . 7 ) ;
/∗ ======== ∗/
/∗ FUNCIONS ∗/
/∗ ======== ∗/
func t i on r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r (command) {
pro to co l = ”zim : / / ” ;
command = pro to co l+command ;
// a l e r t (command) ;
con so l e . l og (command) ;
document . l o c a t i o n . h r e f = command ;
}
f unc t i on oneRe l l o cSe l e c t ed ( ) {
s e l e c t e d R e l l o c s = 0 ;
f o r ( f in s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( root === s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] | |
( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s !== undef ined
&& s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type !== undef ined
&& s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @re l l o c : ” ) ) {
s e l e c t e d R e l l o c s = s e l e c t e d R e l l o c s + 1 ;
}
}
re turn ( s e l e c t e d R e l l o c s === 1) ;
}
/∗ Handler f o r c l i c k ( c r e a t i o n o f a new sub page ) , p lus an op t i ona l
l o c a t i o n o f c l i c k ∗/
func t i on handleMapClick ( evt ) {
var l o n l a t = map . getLonLatFromViewPortPx ( evt . xy ) ;
var coord = l o n l a t . trans form (map . ge tPro j e c t i onObjec t ( ) , new OpenLayers .
P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”) ) ;
// new point ( use during c r e a t i o n o f a new node )
var p i x e l = coord . c l one ( ) ;
p i x e l . t rans form (new OpenLayers . P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”) , map .
ge tPro j e c t i onObjec t ( ) ) ;
i f ( oneRe l l o cSe l e c t ed ( ) && createPage ) {
// t h i s i n t e g r a t e d value may be in c o n f l i c k iwth crea ted pages (
should use a t t r i b u t e )
c r e a t e c h i l d p a g e ( s e l e c t edFea tu r e s , evt ) ;
}
// i f c l i c k i s performed the l o c a t i o n i s a v a i l a b l e
i f ( document . getElementById ( ’ pr intLocat ion ’ ) . checked === true ) {
getLocationFromClick ( evt ) ;
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}
}
/∗ re turn vec to r o f two f e a t u r e s −−> move ∗/
func t i on ca l cu l a t e move f r om two f ea tu r e s ( parent page , ch i l d p a ge ) {
var r e s = map . getResolutionForZoom (map . getZoom ( ) ) ∗mm scale ;
// a l e r t ( r e s ) ;
var parent page LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( parent page . geometry . x ,
parent page . geometry . y ) ;
var parent page Pix = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( parent page LonLan ) ;
// a l e r t (” parent page Pix : ”+parent page Pix . x+”,”+ parent page Pix . y ) ;
var chi ld page LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( c h i l d p a ge . geometry . x ,
c h i l d p a ge . geometry . y ) ;
var c h i l d p ag e P ix = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( chi ld page LonLan ) ;
// a l e r t (” c h i l d p ag e P ix : ”+ch i l d p ag e P ix . x+”,”+ c h i l d p ag e P ix . y ) ;
var vec to r = new OpenLayers . P ixe l ( ( c h i l d p ag e P ix . x − parent page Pix . x
) ,
−1∗( ch i l d p ag e P ix . y−parent page Pix . y ) ) ;
// a l e r t ( vec to r . x+”,”+ vector . y ) ;
r e turn vec to r ;
}
/∗ s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ( f e a t u r e s ) , e v t c l i c k ( evt . xy ) ∗/
func t i on c r e a t e c h i l d p a g e ( s e l e c t edFea tu r e s , e v t c l i c k ) {
// prompt f o r a new page ( handled by ”handleMapClick ( evt ) ”)
var subpage = prompt (”Name branch o f ”+s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ 0 ] . data . name+”
on c l i c k e d l o c a t i o n . ” , ””) ;
// name o f a subpage has to be pre sent
i f ( subpage && subpage !== ’ ’ ) {
// conver s i on o f pages to p i x e l s i s r equ i r ed
var parent page = s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ 0 ] ;
var c h i l d p a g e p i x e l = new OpenLayers . P ixe l ( e v t c l i c k . xy . x , e v t c l i c k
. xy . y ) ;
chi ld page LonLan = map . getLonLatFromPixel ( c h i l d p a g e p i x e l ) ;
var c h i l d p o i n t = new OpenLayers . Geometry . Point ( chi ld page LonLan . lon
, chi ld page LonLan . l a t ) ;
// c r e a t i o n o f a new c h i l d p a ge ob j e c t
var c h i l d p a ge = new OpenLayers . Feature . Vector ( c h i l d p o i n t ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k +”:”+subpage ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . name = subpage ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace = new Object ( ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace . va lue = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s .
mindspace . va lue +”:”+subpage ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace parent = new Object ( ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace parent . va lue = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s
. mindspace . va lue ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace = new Object ( ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s .
namespace . va lue +”:”+subpage ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . type = new Object ( ) ;
c on so l e . l og ( parent page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
c on so l e . l og ( c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue = ” @re l l o c : ” ;
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c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . d e s c r i p t i o n = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s .
d e s c r i p t i o n +”:”+subpage ;
// c a l c u l a t e s coo rd ina t e s f o r a r e l a t i o n between parent and c h i l d
pages
var vec to r = ca l cu l a t e move f r om two f ea tu r e s ( parent page , c h i l d p a ge
) ;
var v e c t o r r o o t = ca l cu l a t e move f r om two f ea tu r e s ( root , c h i l d p a ge ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c = new Object ( ) ;
c h i l d p a ge . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue = v e c t o r r o o t . x+”,”+ v e c t o r r o o t . y ;
var l ine geom = new OpenLayers . Geometry . L ineSt r ing ( [
parent page . geometry ,
c h i l d p a ge . geometry ] ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . addFeatures ( [ new OpenLayers . Feature . Vector ( l ine geom ) ] ) ;
pages . addFeatures ( [ ch i l d p a ge ] ) ;
setPage ( c h i l d p a ge ) ;
var l i n k = parent page . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ;
// r e q u e s t s an ac t i on in model through zim :// p ro to co l
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r ( l i n k +”? r e l l o c=”+vecto r . x+”,”+ vector . y+”,0&subpage
=”+subpage ) ;
// ad jus t l a b e l s and r e p o s i t i o n pages ac co rd ing ly
f i x L a b e l ( c h i l d p a ge ) ;
f ixBounds ( c h i l d p a ge ) ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
pages . redraw ( ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
}
}
/∗ Copy to c l i pboa rd i s used to drag and drop geog raph i ca l l o c a t i o n to
e x t e r n a l e d i t o r ∗/
func t i on copyToClipboard ( t ex t ) {
window . prompt (”Copy to c l i pboa rd : Ctr l+C, Enter ” , t ex t ) ;
}
/∗ Gets l o c a t i o n from the mouse c l i c k ∗/
func t i on getLocationFromClick ( evt ) {
var l o n l a t = map . getLonLatFromViewPortPx ( evt . xy ) ;
var coord = l o n l a t . trans form (map . ge tPro j e c t i onObjec t ( ) , new OpenLayers .
P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”) ) ;
copyToClipboard (” @geoloc :”+ parseF loat ( coord . lon . toFixed (5 ) )+”,”+
parseF loat ( coord . l a t . toFixed (5 ) ) ) ;
}
/∗ Updates the f e a t u r e with a correspond ing l o c a t i o n ( @geoloc : ) in ZIM ∗/
func t i on updateLocation ( f e a t u r e ) {
// a l e r t ( typeo f f e a t u r e ) ;
var l o n l a t = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( f e a t u r e . geometry . x , f e a t u r e . geometry .
y ) ;
var coord = l o n l a t . trans form (map . ge tPro j e c t i onObjec t ( ) , new OpenLayers .
P ro j e c t i on (”EPSG:4326”) ) ;
l i n k = f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ;
notebook = f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . author ;
var l o c a t i o n = parseF loat ( coord . lon . toFixed (5 ) )+”,”+ parseF loat ( coord .
l a t . toFixed (5 ) ) ;
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command = l i n k +”? l o c a t i o n=”+l o c a t i o n ;
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r (command) ;
// so lu t i on , which r e l o a d s a content o f KML f i l e
}
/∗ Updates the f e a t u r e with a correspond ing l o c a t i o n ( @re l l o c : ) in ZIM ∗/
func t i on movePageByXY( f e a t u r e ) {
l i n k = f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ;
move by x = −1∗( s t a r t P i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) ;
move by y = ( s t a r t P i x e l . y − l a s t P i x e l . y ) ;
command = l i n k +”? p i x e l i n c r e m en t=”+move by x+”,”+move by y +” ,0”;
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r (command) ;
// so lu t i on , which r e l o a d s a content o f KML f i l e ?
}
var s t a r t P i x e l ;
var l a s t P i x e l ;
/∗ Feature s t a r t i n g to move ∗/
func t i on startDrag ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) {
s t a r t P i x e l = p i x e l ;
l a s t P i x e l = p i x e l ;
}
/∗ Feature i s moving ∗/
func t i on doDrag ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) {
// page i s going moved
i f ( f e a t u r e === root ) { doDragPerson ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) ; r e turn ; con so l e .
l og ( ” . . . ” ) ; }
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s = getAl lChi ldPages ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue )
;
var f ;
// preparat i on f o r r o t a t i o n o f the branch
// parent page = getParentPage ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
// r o o t p o i n t = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( parent page . geometry . x ,
parent page . geometry . y ) ;
// r o o t p i x = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( r o o t p o i n t ) ;
// angle1 = ca l cu l a t eAng l e ( l a s t P i x e l , r o o t p i x ) ;
// angle2 = ca l cu l a t eAng l e ( p ixe l , r o o t p i x ) ;
// ang le = angle2 − angle1 ;
// conso l e . l og ( ang le ) ;
var r e s = map . ge tReso lu t i on ( ) ;
f o r ( f in s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e !== s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] && root !== s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ]
&& s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue !== ” @geoloc : ” ) {
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . move( r e s ∗ ( p i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) ,
r e s ∗ ( l a s t P i x e l . y − p i x e l . y ) ) ;
// preparat i on f o r r o t a t i o n o f the branch
// s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . r o t a t e ( angle , parent page . geometry ) ;
// move by pixe l s = s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue . s p l i t
( ” , ” ) ;
// s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue = ( move by pixe l s [0]− (
p i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) ) +”,”+( move by pixe l s [1]− ( p i x e l . y −
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l a s t P i x e l . y ) ) ;
// conso l e . l og ( r e s ∗ ( l a s t P i x e l . x − p i x e l . x ) ) ;
// conso l e . l og ( r e s ∗ ( l a s t P i x e l . y − p i x e l . y ) ) ;
// conso l e . l og ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue ) ;
// conso l e . l og ( move by pixe l s ) ;
updateLabels ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
pages . drawFeature ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
}
}
// f ixAngleOfLabe l s ( ) ;
updateLabels ( f e a t u r e ) ;
l a s t P i x e l = p i x e l ;
// p o s s i b l y a performance i s s u e
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
}
/∗ Feature person i s moving ( s p e c i a l c o n t r o l ) ∗/
func t i on doDragPerson ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) {
var r e s = map . ge tReso lu t i on ( ) ;
root . geometry . move( r e s ∗ ( p i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) , r e s ∗ ( l a s t P i x e l . y −
p i x e l . y ) ) ;
l a s t P i x e l = p i x e l ;
// p o s s i b l y a performance i s s u e
moveFeatures ( ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
persons . redraw ( ) ;
}
/∗ Featrue stopped moving ∗/
func t i on endDrag ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) {
// more f e a t u r e s are s e l e c t e d ( mu l t ip l e update )
// only one f e a t u r e i s s e l e c t e d ( s i n g l e update )
movePageByXY( f e a t u r e ) ;
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s = getAl lChi ldPages ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue )
;
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s . push ( f e a t u r e ) ;
var r e s = map . ge tReso lu t i on ( ) ;
f o r ( f in s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( root !== s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ]
&& s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue !== ” @geoloc : ” ) {
move by pixe l s = s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue . s p l i t
( ” , ” ) ;
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue = ( move by pixe l s [0]− (
s t a r t P i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) ) +”,”+( move by pixe l s [1 ]−( l a s t P i x e l .
y − s t a r t P i x e l . y ) ) ;
updateLabels ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
pages . drawFeature ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
}
}
moveFeatures ( ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
persons . redraw ( ) ;
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}/∗ f e a t r u e stopped moving ∗/
func t i on endDragPerson ( f ea ture , p i x e l ) {
i f ( root ) {
root . geometry . x = f e a t u r e . geometry . x ;
root . geometry . y = f e a t u r e . geometry . y ;
i f ( document . getElementById ( ’ locat ionPersonTogg le ’ ) . checked === true )
{
updateLocation ( f e a t u r e ) ;
}
} e l s e {
a l e r t (” Connect mindmap through ’Draw Relat ions ’ f i r s t ! ” ) ;
}
replacePersonBy ( root ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
persons . redraw ( ) ;
pages . redraw ( ) ;
}
/∗ view pans to other s i d e o f a l i n e ∗/
func t i on f o l l owL ine ( f ea ture , c l i c k P i x ) {
// open the page in the e x t e r n a l e d i t o r
// ge t s both po in t s o f the l i n e
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ) ;
l i n e = f e a t u r e . geometry . g e t V e r t i c e s ( ) ;
p1 Point = l i n e [ 0 ] ;
p1 LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( p1 Point . x , p1 Point . y ) ;
p1 Pix = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( p1 LonLan ) ;
p2 Point = l i n e [ 1 ] ;
p2 LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( p2 Point . x , p2 Point . y ) ;
p2 Pix = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( p2 LonLan ) ;
p3 Pix = new OpenLayers . P ixe l ( c l i c k P i x . x , c l i c k P i x . y ) ;
// based on a h a l f d i s t ance the map view i s moved to the oppos i t e end
i f ( p1 Pix . distanceTo ( p3 Pix ) > p2 Pix . distanceTo ( p1 Pix ) /2) {
map . panTo( p1 LonLan ) ;
p a n t o f e a t u r e = p1 LonLan ;
} e l s e {
map . panTo( p2 LonLan ) ;
p a n t o f e a t u r e = p2 LonLan ;
}
}
/∗ opens f e a t u r e in ZIM ( i f l i n k i s de f in ed ) ∗/
func t i on openSe lected ( f e a t u r e ) {
c l e a r S e l e c t e d ( ) ;
addSe lected ( f e a t u r e ) ;
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . name === undef ined ) {
re turn f a l s e ;
} e l s e {
var l i n k = f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ;
r e q u e s t c o n t r o l e r ( l i n k ) ;
}
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}/∗ keep track o f the s e l e c t e d f e a t u r e s ∗/
func t i on addSe lected ( f e a t u r e ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace !== undef ined ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) {
var parent page = getParentPage ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue )
;
h i g h l i g h t r e l a t i o n s f r o m p a g e ( parent page ) ;
} e l s e {
h i g h l i g h t r e l a t i o n s f r o m p a g e ( f e a t u r e ) ;
}
}
}
/∗ c l e a r the l i s t o f s e l e c t e d f e a t u r e s ∗/
func t i on c l e a r S e l e c t e d ( ) {
f o r ( f in s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s ) {
r e v e r t ( s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
}
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s = [ ] ;
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
}
/∗ changes r ende r i ng In t en t o f f e a t u r e to ” s e l e c t e d ” ∗/
func t i on h i g h l i g h t ( f e a t u r e ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s !== undef ined ) {
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s . push ( f e a t u r e ) ;
f e a t u r e . r ende r In t ent = ” s e l e c t ” ;
}
}
/∗ changes r ende r i ng In t en t o f f e a t u r e to ” d e f a u l t ” ∗/
func t i on r e v e r t ( f e a t u r e ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s !== undef ined ) {
var index = s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s . indexOf ( f e a t u r e ) ;
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s . s l i c e ( index , index +1) ;
f e a t u r e . r ende r In t ent = ” d e f a u l t ” ;
}
}
/∗ h i g h l i g h t p h y s i c a l l i n e s from a s i n g l e s e l e c t e d page ∗/
func t i on h i g h l i g h t r e l a t i o n s f r o m p a g e ( f e a t u r e ) {
var bounds = new OpenLayers . Bounds ( ) ;
var namespace = f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ;
h i g h l i g h t ( f e a t u r e ) ;
f o r (p in p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( getParentNamespace ( p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ p ] . a t t r i b u t e s .
namespace ) === namespace ) {
h i g h l i g h t ( p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ p ] ) ;
bounds . extend ( p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ p ] . geometry . components [ 0 ] .
getBounds ( ) ) ;
}
e l s e {
r e v e r t ( p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ p ] ) ;
}
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}
var c h i l d p a g e s = getChi ldPages ( namespace ) ;
f o r ( i in c h i l d p a g e s ) {
// l i m i t the s e l e c t i o n to ” @geoloc : ”
i f ( c h i l d p a g e s [ i ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) {
h i g h l i g h t ( c h i l d p a g e s [ i ] ) ;
}
}
i f ( document . getElementById ( ’ zoomToExtent ’ ) . checked === true && bounds .
toBBOX( ) !== ”0 ,0 ,0 ,0”) {
map . zoomToExtent ( bounds ) ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
}
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
}
/∗ Change o f a t t r i b u t e s o f the f e a t u r e ( o the r s f e a t u r e s r eve r t ed to
d e f a u l t ) ∗/
func t i on l i n e H i g h l i g h t ( f e a t u r e ) {
// zoomTo bounds
var page = getParentPage ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace ) ;
h i g h l i g h t r e l a t i o n s f r o m p a g e ( page ) ;
}
c o n t r o l s = {
open : new OpenLayers . Control . S e l e c tFea ture ( [ wikimapia , pages , pins ,
persons ] , {
onSe l e c t : openSelected ,
onUnse lect : c l e a r S e l e c t e d ,
t o g g l e : f a l s e , hover : f a l s e
}) ,
s e l e c t : new OpenLayers . Control . S e l e c tFea ture ( [ wikimapia , pages , p ins ] , {
onSe l e c t : addSelected ,
onUnse lect : c l e a r S e l e c t e d ,
box : f a l s e ,
c l i c k o u t : true , t o g g l e : true ,
mu l t ip l e : true , hover : true ,
toggleKey : ” ctr lKey ” , // c t r l key removes from s e l e c t i o n
multipleKey : ” sh i f tKey ” , // s h i f t key adds to s e l e c t i o n
geometryTypes : [ ” OpenLayers . Geometry . Point ” , ”OpenLayers . Geometry .
L ineSt r ing ” , ”OpenLayers . Geometry . C o l l e c t i o n ” ]
}) ,
createPage : new OpenLayers . Control . S e l e c tFea ture ( pages , {
onSe l e c t : addSelected ,
onUnse lect : c l e a r S e l e c t e d ,
box : f a l s e ,
c l i c k o u t : f a l s e , t o g g l e : true ,
mu l t ip l e : f a l s e , hover : f a l s e ,
geometryTypes : [ ” OpenLayers . Geometry . Point ” ]
}) ,
dragPage : new OpenLayers . Control . DragFeature ( pages , {
onStart : startDrag ,
onDrag : doDrag ,
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onComplete : endDrag ,
mu l t ip l e : true , box : t rue
}) ,
dragPin : new OpenLayers . Control . DragFeature ( pins , {
onStart : startDrag ,
onDrag : doDrag ,
onComplete : endDrag
}) ,
dragPerson : new OpenLayers . Control . DragFeature ( persons , {
onStart : startDrag ,
onDrag : doDragPerson ,
onComplete : f unc t i on ( f e a t u r e ) {
endDragPerson ( f e a t u r e ) ;
f i x R e l a t i o n s ( ) ;
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
} ,
}) ,
f o l l owL ine : new OpenLayers . Control . S e l e c tFea ture ( [ r e l a t i o n s ,
p h y s r e l a t i o n s , pages ] , {
onSe l e c t : f unc t i on ( f e a t u r e ) {
i f ( f e a t u r e . a t t r i b u t e s ) {
c l e a r S e l e c t e d ( ) ;
// u s e f u l improvement
// i f f e a t u r e po int ( show a l l p h y s i c a l r e l a t i o n s )
// i f f e a t u r e i s a l i n e −−> than f o l l o w a l i n e
f o l l owL ine ( f ea ture , t h i s . hand le r s . f e a t u r e . evt . xy ) ;
}
t h i s . u n s e l e c t ( f e a t u r e ) ;
l i n e H i g h l i g h t ( f e a t u r e ) ;
f e a t u r e . r ende r In t ent = ” s e l e c t r e d ” ;
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
} ,
box : f a l s e ,
c l i c k o u t : f a l s e , t o g g l e : true ,
mu l t ip l e : f a l s e , hover : f a l s e ,
geometryTypes : [ ” OpenLayers . Geometry . L ineSt r ing ” ]
})
} ;
var key ;
f o r ( key in c o n t r o l s ) {
map . addControl ( c o n t r o l s [ key ] ) ;
}
c o n t r o l s [ ’ open ’ ] . a c t i v a t e ( ) ;
c on so l e . l og ( c o n t r o l s [ ’ createPage ’ ] ) ;
// d e f i n i t i o n o f c o n t r o l l e r s
map . addControl (new OpenLayers . Control . LayerSwitcher ( ) ) ;
map . addControl (new OpenLayers . Control . MousePosit ion ( ) ) ;
map . addControl (new OpenLayers . Control . KeyboardDefaults ( ) ) ;
map . addControl (new OpenLayers . Control . Navigat ion ({documentDrag : t rue }) ) ;
map . addControl (new OpenLayers . Control . Sca l eL ine ( ) ) ;
// d e f i n i t i o n o f event hand le r s
map . events . on ({ ’ c l i c k ’ : handleMapClick }) ;
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map . events . on ({ ’ zoomend ’ : moveFeatures , scope : pages }) ;
}
f unc t i on l e a v e g e o l o c ( ) {
var pages ar ray = [ ] ;
f o r (p in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
page = pages . f e a t u r e s [ p ] ;
i f ( page . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” Locat ion : ” | |
page . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @re l l o c : ” )
{
pages ar ray . push ( page ) ;
}
}
pages . removeFeatures ( pages ar ray ) ;
pages . redraw ( ) ;
}
/∗ handles c o n t r o l from the too l sbox ∗/
func t i on togg l eCont ro l ( element ) {
var key ;
var va lue = element . va lue ;
f o r ( key in c o n t r o l s ) {
var c o n t r o l = c o n t r o l s [ key ] ;
i f ( va lue === key ) {
c o n t r o l . a c t i v a t e ( ) ;
} e l s e {
c o n t r o l . d ea c t i v a t e ( ) ;
}
}
i f ( va lue === ”open” | | value === ” s e l e c t ” | |
value === ” fo l l owL ine ” | | value === ”dragPage ”) {
s e l e c t e d F e a t u r e s = [ ] ;
}
i f ( va lue === ” createPage ”) { createPage = true ; }
e l s e {
createPage = f a l s e ;
}
pages . redraw ( ) ;
persons . redraw ( ) ;
}
/∗ move the person to cente r o f a cur rent view ∗/
func t i on centerViewToPerson ( ) {
map . panTo(new OpenLayers . LonLat ( root . geometry . x , root . geometry . y ) ) ;
}
/∗ moves root o f a mind−map as we l l as person to cente r o f a view ∗/
func t i on movePersonToView ( ) {
// l a s t p o s i t i o n o f a person ( needs to be converted to p i x e l s )
var l a s t = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( root . geometry . x , root . geometry . y ) ;
var l a s t P i x e l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( l a s t ) ;
// l o c a t i o n o f view in cente r ( needs to be converted to p i x e l s )
var c en te r = map . getCenter ( ) ;
var p i x e l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( c en te r ) ;
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var r e s = map . ge tReso lu t i on ( ) ;
// ac tua l move o f person from o r i g i n a l to c ente r o f view
root . geometry . move( r e s ∗ ( p i x e l . x − l a s t P i x e l . x ) , r e s ∗ ( l a s t P i x e l . y −
p i x e l . y ) ) ;
// r e c a l c u l a t i o n o f mind−map ( in r e l a t i o n to person )
moveFeatures ( ) ;
// t h i s i s important due to v i s i b i l i t y o f f e a t u r e s
f i x R e l a t i o n s ( ) ;
// redraws a l l f e a t u r e s with ac tua l p o s i t i o n o f the mind−map
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
}
/∗ redraw a l l f e a t u r e s ( persons , pins , pages , p h y s r e l l a t i o n s , r e l a t i o n s )
∗/
func t i on redrawFeatures ( ) {
r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . redraw ( ) ;
// pages . redraw ( ) ;
replacePersonBy ( root ) ;
persons . redraw ( ) ;
p ins . redraw ( ) ;
pages . redraw ( ) ;
}
/∗ r e c a l c u l a t i o n o f f e a t u r e s ( pages ) to make mindmap s t a t i c ∗/
func t i on moveFeatures ( ) {
var r e s = map . getResolutionForZoom (map . getZoom ( ) ) ∗mm scale ;
var r o o t l o n l a t = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( root . geometry . x , root . geometry . y )
;
var r o o t p i x e l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( r o o t l o n l a t ) ;
var f e a t u r e l o n l a t ;
var f e a t u r e p i x e l ;
var p i x e l s f r o m r o o t ;
var f ;
i f ( root . geometry === undef ined ) { a l e r t (” trouble , root not de f ined ! ” ) ; }
f o r ( f in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace === undef ined ) { cont inue ;}
// l o c a t i o n only ( @geoloc ) −−> c a l c u l a t e d d i s t in p i x e l s from root to
the f e a t u r e
i f ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] !== root &&
( ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” Locat ion : ” ) | |
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) )
{
// a l e r t ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
// page on a map
f e a t u r e l o n l a t = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . x ,
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . y ) ;
f e a t u r e p i x e l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( f e a t u r e l o n l a t ) ;
// d i s t ance from room in p i x e l s
// how the negat ive number on Y axes i s not needed ???
p i x e l s f r o m r o o t = new OpenLayers . P ixe l (−1∗( r o o t p i x e l . x −
f e a t u r e p i x e l . x ) , ( r o o t p i x e l . y − f e a t u r e p i x e l . y ) ) ;
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue = p i x e l s f r o m r o o t . x+”,”+
p i x e l s f r o m r o o t . y ;
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}
// p i x e l only ( @re l l o c )
i f ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] !== root && pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type .
va lue === ” @re l l o c : ” ) {
i f ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue !== ””) {
// move by p i x e l s
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . x = root . geometry . x ;
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . y = root . geometry . y ;
move by pixe l s = pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . a t t r i b u t e s . l o c . va lue . s p l i t ( ” , ” ) ;
pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . move( r e s ∗ par s e In t ( move by pixe l s [ 0 ] ) ,
r e s ∗ par s e In t ( move by pixe l s [ 1 ] ) ) ;
pages . drawFeature ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
}
} e l s e {
cont inue ;
}
}
f ixAngleOfLabe l s ( ) ;
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
}
/∗ changes l a b e l o f a page and e l e v a t e s the page to a root ∗/
func t i on replacePersonBy ( root ) {
i f ( root !== undef ined ) {
persons . removeFeatures ( persons . f e a t u r e s ) ;
var person = root . c l one ( ) ;
person . a t t r i b u t e s . name = ”\\n\[U+FFFD]\\n\[U+FFFD]\[U+FFFD]\[U+FFFD]\\n\[U+FFFD]\\n ” ;
persons . addFeatures ( [ person ] ) ;
}
}
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
/∗ up to date f u n c t i o n s −> r e o r g a n i z a t i o n o f a code ∗/
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
func t i on objectsToDict ( o b j e c t s ) {
d i c t = {} ;
f o r ( i in o b j e c t s ) {
i f ( o b j e c t s [ i ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace !== undef ined ) {
key = o b j e c t s [ i ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ;
i f ( ! d i c t . hasOwnProperty ( key ) ) {
d i c t [ key ] = [ o b j e c t s [ i ] ] ;
} e l s e {
d i c t [ key ] . push ( o b j e c t s [ i ] ) ;
}
}
}
re turn d i c t ;
}
/∗ convers o b j e c t s to a d i c t i o n a r y s t r u c t u r e f o r a f a s t lookup o f pages
accord ing to namespace ∗/
func t i on provePagemap ( ) {
i f ( pagemap === undef ined ) {
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pagemap = objectsToDict ( pages . f e a t u r e s ) ;
}
}
f unc t i on checkNamespace ( namespace ) {
// r e p l a c e s empty space with underscore s i gn
i f ( namespace . charAt (0 ) === ” : ” ) {
namespace = namespace . s l i c e (1 , namespace . l ength ) ;
}
// i n s e r t i o n o f under score s in case o f spaces
i f (/\ s /g . t e s t ( namespace ) ) {
namespace = namespace . r e p l a c e (/\ s /g , ” ”) ;
}
// conso l e . l og (” namespace :\ t”+namespace ) ;
r e turn namespace ;
}
f unc t i on getParentNamespace ( namespace ) {
// remove l a b e l o f a geotagged ob j e c t and r e p l a c e s i t by ” :” used l a t e r
during s p l i t ( )
parent namespace = undef ined ;
i f ( namespace . indexOf (”#”) !== −1) {
parent namespace = namespace . s l i c e (0 , namespace . indexOf (”#”) ) ;
} e l s e {
sp l i t namespace = namespace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) ;
parent namespace = sp l i t namespace . s l i c e (0 , sp l i t namespace . length −1) .
j o i n ( ” : ” ) ;
}
re turn parent namespace ;
}
f unc t i on getParentPage ( namespace ) {
namespace = checkNamespace ( namespace ) ;
var parent namespace = getParentNamespace ( namespace ) ;
r e turn getPage ( parent namespace ) ;
}
f unc t i on getChi ldPages ( namespace ) {
namespace = checkNamespace ( namespace ) ;
c h i l d p a g e s = [ ] ;
f o r ( i in pagemap ) {
f o r ( j in pagemap [ i ] ) {
// conso l e . l og ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
parent page = getParentPage ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue )
;
i f ( parent page !== undef ined && parent page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace .
va lue === namespace ) {
c h i l d p a g e s . push ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
}
}
re turn c h i l d p a g e s ;
}
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f unc t i on getAl lChi ldPages ( namespace ) {
provePagemap ( ) ;
namespace = checkNamespace ( namespace ) ;
a l l c h i l d p a g e s = [ ] ;
f o r ( i in pagemap ) {
f o r ( j in pagemap [ i ] ) {
i f ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue . indexOf ( namespace ) === 0
&& pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue !== namespace ) {
a l l c h i l d p a g e s . push ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
}
}
re turn a l l c h i l d p a g e s ;
}
f unc t i on getPage ( namespace ) {
provePagemap ( ) ;
namespace = checkNamespace ( namespace ) ;
i f ( pagemap . hasOwnProperty ( namespace ) ) {
re turn pagemap [ namespace ] [ 0 ] ;
} e l s e {
re turn undef ined ;
}
}
f unc t i on getRoot ( ) {
provePagemap ( ) ;
root = undef ined ;
root namespace = undef ined ;
f o r ( i in pagemap ) {
f o r ( j in pagemap [ i ] ) {
i f ( root namespace === undef ined
| | ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue . l ength <
root namespace . l ength
&& pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” Locat ion : ” ) ) {
root namespace = pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ;
root = pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ;
}
}
}
re turn root ;
}
f unc t i on f ixAng leOfLabe l s ( ) {
f o r ( i in pagemap ) {
f o r ( j in pagemap [ i ] ) {
i f ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue !== ” @geoloc : ” ) {
f i x L a b e l ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
f ixBounds ( pagemap [ i ] [ j ] ) ;
}
}
}
}
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f unc t i on updateLabels ( page ) {
namespace = page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ;
var t a r g e t p a g e s = getChi ldPages ( namespace ) ;
t a r g e t p a g e s . push ( page ) ;
f o r ( i in t a r g e t p a g e s ) {
f i x L a b e l ( t a r g e t p a g e s [ i ] ) ;
}
}
/∗ f i x e s v i s i b i l i t y o f r e l a t i o n s out s id e o f a viewport ∗/
func t i on f i x R e l a t i o n s ( ) {
f o r ( f in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
f ixBounds ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ f ] ) ;
}
f o r ( f in r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s ) {
r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . ca lcu lateBounds ( ) ;
}
f o r ( f in p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s ) {
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s [ f ] . geometry . ca lcu lateBounds ( ) ;
}
}
/∗ f i x v i s i b i l i t y o f l a b e l s ou t s id e o f a viewport ∗/
func t i on f ixBounds ( page ) {
parent page = getParentPage ( page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
i f ( parent page !== undef ined | | parent page == root ) {
a = page . geometry ;
b = parent page . geometry ;
bounds = new OpenLayers . Bounds ( ) ;
bounds . extend ( a ) ;
bounds . extend (b) ;
page . geometry . bounds = bounds ;
}
}
/∗ s e t page to the d i c t i o n a r y o f pages ( f a s t e r a c c e s s than loop ing through
the pages ) ∗/
func t i on setPage ( page ) {
i f ( pagemap [ page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ] === undef ined ) {
pagemap [ page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ] = [ ]
}
pagemap [ page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ] . push ( page ) ;
}
f unc t i on getAngle ( page ) {
conso l e . l og ( page . a t t r i b u t e s . ang le ) ;
}
/∗ c a l c u l a t e ang le between two po in t s ∗/
func t i on ca l cu l a t eAng l e ( a , b ) {
ang le = Math . atan2 (b . x − a . x , b . y − a . y ) ∗ 180 / Math . PI + 90 ;
re turn ang le ;
}
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/∗ c a l c u l a t e d i s t anc e between two pages ∗/
func t i on c a l c u l a t e D i s t a n c e ( page1 , page2 ) {
// d i s t ance from person to page
var d i s t a n c e t o p e r s o n = 0 ;
i f ( page1 . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” | | page2 . a t t r i b u t e s . type .
va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) {
page1 lon lan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( page1 . geometry . x , page1 . geometry . y
) ;
page2 lon lan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( page2 . geometry . x , page2 . geometry . y
) ;
d i s t a n c e t o p e r s o n = OpenLayers . U t i l . d i s tVincenty ( page1 lon lan ,
page2 lon lan ) ;
} e l s e {
re turn undef ined ;
}
re turn d i s t a n c e t o p e r s o n ;
}
/∗ c a l c u l a t e d i s t anc e between the person and a page ∗/
func t i on ca lcu lateDis tanceToPerson ( page ) {
re turn c a l c u l a t e D i s t a n c e ( root , page ) ;
}
/∗ The l a b e l cor re spond ing to the page i s ad justed on b a s i s o f the parent
page ∗/
func t i on f i x L a b e l ( page ) {
var a ;
var b ;
// get the parent page
parent page = getParentPage ( page . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
// i f the parent page e x i s t s
i f ( parent page !== undef ined ) {
a = parent page . geometry ;
b = page . geometry ;
f ixBounds ( page ) ;
// c a l c u l a t e ang le based on l o c a t i o n o f parent page
ang le = ca l cu l a t eAng l e ( a , b ) ;
i f ( ang le >= 90 | | ang le <= −90) {
ang le = angle +180;
}
page . a t t r i b u t e s . ang le = angle ;
// c a l c u l a t e o f f s e t o f the l a b e l in between t h i s and the parent page
parent page LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( parent page . geometry . x ,
parent page . geometry . y ) ;
pa r en t page P ixe l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( parent page LonLan ) ;
page LonLan = new OpenLayers . LonLat ( page . geometry . x , page . geometry . y ) ;
page P ixe l = map . getPixelFromLonLat ( page LonLan ) ;
a = paren t page P ixe l ;
b = page P ixe l ;
page . a t t r i b u t e s . xOf f s e t = (b . x − a . x ) /−2;
page . a t t r i b u t e s . yOf f s e t = (b . y − a . y ) /2 ;
// c o l o r i n g the l a b e l based on t h i s page
i f ( page . data . hasOwnProperty (” pa g e c o l o r ”) && page . data . p a ge c o l o r . va lue
!== ””) {
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page . a t t r i b u t e s . p ag e c o l o r = page . data . p a ge c o l o r . va lue ;
} e l s e {
page . a t t r i b u t e s . p ag e c o l o r = ” black ” ;
}
}
}
// zoom in the geo−mind−map
func t i on zoomIn ( ) {
mm scale += 0 . 2 ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
}
// zoom out the geo−mind−map
func t i on zoomOut ( ) {
mm scale −= 0 . 2 ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
}
// r o s t o r e d e f a u l t zoom l e v e l o f the geo−mind−map
func t i on zoomDefault ( ) {
mm scale = 1 ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
}
f unc t i on drawRelat ions ( ) {
provePagemap ( ) ;
// remove a l l f e a t u r e s in a case o f r e l a t i o n co r rupt i on s
r e l a t i o n s . removeFeatures ( r e l a t i o n s . f e a t u r e s ) ;
var l i n e s a b s t r a c t = [ ] ;
var l i n e s p h y s i c a l = [ ] ;
var p in a r ray = [ ] ;
var l ine geom ;
var parent node ;
var parent mindspace ;
var pa r e n t m i nd sp ac e sp l i t ;
var person ;
var c h i l d p o i n t ;
var i ;
var pages ar ray = [ ] ;
var page ;
root = getRoot ( ) ;
page = root ;
replacePersonBy ( page ) ;
// in a case that root page doesn ’ t have ” Locat ion : ”
i f ( root === undef ined ) {
page = pages . f e a t u r e s [ 0 ] ;
root = page ;
replacePersonBy ( page ) ;
root . a t t r i b u t e s . f l a g = true ;
}
f o r ( i in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
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parent node = pages . f e a t u r e s [ i ] ;
pa r ent po in t = parent node . geometry ;
i f ( parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace === undef ined ) { cont inue ;}
parent mindspace = parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace . va lue ;
pa r e n t m i nd sp ac e sp l i t = parent mindspace . s p l i t ( ” : ” ) ;
sp l i t namespace = p ar en t m i nd sp ac e sp l i t ;
parent namespace = sp l i t namespace . s l i c e (0 , sp l i t namespace . length −1)
. j o i n ( ” : ” ) ;
i f (”” === parent namespace ) {
parent namespace = ”:”+ parent namespace ;
}
namespace above = parent namespace ;
// a l e r t ( parent mindspace ) ;
i f ( pa r en t m i nd sp ac e sp l i t . l ength >= 0) {
// get the element ( keyword ) above
var l i n e ;
var j ;
var ch i l d node ;
i f ( parent node . data . hasOwnProperty (” thumbnail path ”) ) {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . thumbnail path = parent node . data .
thumbnail path . va lue ;
i f ( parent node . data . thumbnail width . va lue !== 0) {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . thumbnail width = parent node . data .
thumbnail width . va lue ;
}
i f ( parent node . data . thumbnai l he ight . va lue !== 0) {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . thumbnai l he ight = parent node . data .
thumbnai l he ight . va lue ;
}
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . thumbnai l opac i ty = 0 . 2 ;
}
f o r ( j in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
ch i ld node = pages . f e a t u r e s [ j ] ;
i f ( ch i l d node . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace === undef ined ) { cont inue ;}
// the d e s c r i p t i o n ( pa r e n t m i nd sp ac e sp l i t ) ==
i f ( ch i l d node . a t t r i b u t e s . mindspace . va lue ===
namespace above ) {
// f l a g the f e a t u r e s −−> they belong to the mindmap
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . f l a g = true ;
ch i l d node . a t t r i b u t e s . f l a g = true ;
// i f ( ch i l d node . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @re l l o c : ” ) {
pages ar ray . push ( c h i l d . node ) ; }
c h i l d p o i n t = ch i ld node . geometry ;
// c r e a t e a l i n e ( r e l a t i o n ) e x i s t i n g po in t s in
f e a t u r e s
l ine geom = new OpenLayers . Geometry . L ineSt r ing ( [
parent po int ,
c h i l d p o i n t ] ) ;
// a l e r t ( parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue ) ;
l i n e = new OpenLayers . Feature . Vector ( l ine geom ) ;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k = parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . l i n k ;
i f ( l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace === undef ined ) {
i f ( parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . name === undef ined ) {
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l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace = root . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace . va lue
;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . name = root . a t t r i b u t e s . name . va lue ;
} e l s e {
// c o r r e c t namespace
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace = parent node . a t t r i b u t e s .
namespace . va lue ;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . name = parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . name . va lue ;
}
}
i f ( parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) {
// conso l e . l og ( l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s p r o . name) ;
l i n e s p h y s i c a l . push ( l i n e ) ;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace = parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . namespace .
va lue ;
// in a case o f undef ined name o f the a t t r i b u t e −−> no l a b e l
pre sent
i f ( parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . name === undef ined ) {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . name = ”” ;
}
i f ( ch i l d node . data . pa ge c o l o r !== undef ined
&& ch i ld node . data . pa ge c o l o r . va lue !== ””) {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . p ag e c o l o r = ch i ld node . data .
p ag e c o l o r . va lue ;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . p a ge c o l o r = ch i ld node . data . pa ge c o l o r .
va lue ;
} e l s e {
parent node . a t t r i b u t e s . p ag e c o l o r = ” gray ” ;
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . p a ge c o l o r = ” gray ” ;
}
l i n e . a t t r i b u t e s . name = ”” ;
p in a r ray . push ( parent node ) ;
} e l s e {
l i n e s a b s t r a c t . push ( l i n e ) ;
}
break ;
}
}
}
}
// f i n a l p o s i t i o n i n g o f person f e a t u r e
var bounds = new OpenLayers . Bounds ( ) ;
i f ( persons . f e a t u r e s . l ength === 0 | | persons . f e a t u r e s [ 0 ] . a t t r i b u t e s
. type . va lue === ” @geoloc : ” ) {
// put person in the middle o f g eo l o c p ins
var pin ;
f o r (p in p in a r ray ) {
pin = p in a r ray [ p ] ;
bounds . extend ( pin . geometry . getBounds ( ) ) ;
}
var c e n t e r o f p i n s = bounds . getCenterLonLat ( ) ;
persons . f e a t u r e s [ 0 ] . geometry = c e n t e r o f p i n s ; // new OpenLayers . Point
( c e n t e r o f p i n s . lon , c e n t e r o f p i n s . l a t ) ;
} e l s e {
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bounds . extend ( root . geometry . getBounds ( ) ) ;
}
map . zoomToExtent ( bounds ) ;
var pages ar ray = [ ] ;
f o r (p in pages . f e a t u r e s ) {
i f ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ p ] . a t t r i b u t e s . f l a g === f a l s e ) {
pages ar ray . push ( pages . f e a t u r e s [ p ] ) ;
}
}
pages . removeFeatures ( pages ar ray ) ;
pages . removeFeatures ( p in a r ray ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . addFeatures ( l i n e s p h y s i c a l ) ;
r e l a t i o n s . addFeatures ( l i n e s a b s t r a c t ) ;
p ins . addFeatures ( p in a r ray ) ;
moveFeatures ( ) ;
redrawFeatures ( ) ;
p h y s r e l a t i o n s . s e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t rue ) ;
p ins . s e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t rue ) ;
persons . s e t V i s i b i l i t y ( t rue ) ;
}
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